Trump Stunner - H-1B and Job Loss and IT
Workers Training Foreign Replacement was a
Microcosm for Events that Unfolded.
Voters were mad as hell and were not taking it any more. That includes IT worker
jobs being decimated, it means factories ripped from the ground and shipped to
China or Mexico, it means that the total disregard of the US population as a
whole by Wall Street the elites of Washington is over.
WILL TRUMP DELIVER? - FOR IT WORKERS IT IS A MATTER OF TO BE OR NOT TO BE THAT IS THE ANSWER.
One thing we know that is binary - Donald Trump has single handedly brought
the H-1B abuse to the forefront of media and public discussion. That is an
indisputable fact jack. The more the American public learns about H-1B and out
sourcing, the more they come to the conclusion that H-1B = H-1Bad. It is not just
IT jobs that are being lost to India, leaving Americans unemployed; it is also
many other professions.
Let me leave it at this: CAN YOU IMAGINE LOSING YOUR JOB TO A FOREIGN
WORKER AND THEN TRAINING THAT FOREIGN GUEST WORKER AS YOUR
REPLACEMENT?
I ask anybody reading this, how would you like it? Welcome to My World!
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TRUMP FLASH: “BUSINESSMAN DONALD TRUMP'S PLAN FOR
THE H-1B VISA IS TO MAKE IT HARDER AND MORE
EXPENSIVE FOR TECH COMPANIES TO REPLACE U.S.
WORKERS WITH FOREIGN HELP.” – AUGUST 16, 2015.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld - AUG 16, 2015 5:39 PM PT
Trump Flash: “Businessman Donald Trump's plan for the H-1B visa is to make it
harder and more expensive for tech companies to replace U.S. workers with
foreign help.”
Trump just won the IT and STEM Vote! The Donald sides with Jeff Sessions and
with US IT Workers. The H1-B scam bubble may finally be burst as scrutiny will
certainly increase amongst the media and voting public. After all, how would
you as an educated professional like to be called into an office to be informed
that you are losing your job to an overseas H1-B visa holder? To add insult to
injury; before you receive severance, you must properly train your
replacement! Ask that question to anybody and see what their answer will be?
Guaranteed they will agree with the plight of U.S. Citizen IT Workers and Donald
Trump’s plan to dismantle the H1-B scam if elected.
Here are some key article quotes:
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"This is exactly the plan America needs," said Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala), the
chair of the Senate's Immigration subcommittee, said in a statement Sunday
regarding Trump's overall immigration policy proposal. "Not only would the plan
outlined in this paper work, but more quickly than many realize."
“The key things Trump is proposing for the H-1B visa include, first, an increase in
the prevailing wage, making it more expensive to use H-1B workers. Many visa
holders are paid the lowest prevailing wage level set for entry-level positions.
Trump doesn't spell out his specific action plan, but some have argued for
eliminating lower prevailing-wage levels altogether.”
"Raising the prevailing wage paid to H-1Bs will force companies to give these
coveted entry-level jobs to the existing domestic pool of unemployed native
and immigrant workers in the U.S., instead of flying in cheaper workers from
overseas," wrote Trump.
Second, Trump wants a requirement that companies hire U.S. workers first.
Critics says without this requirement; visa workers can be used to replace U.S.
workers. "We need companies to hire from the domestic pool of unemployed,"
wrote Trump.”
Trump was also kind enough to inform voters of the following: “He calls Sen.
Marco Rubio (R-Fla.), "Mark Zuckerberg's personal senator," because of Rubio's
support of the I-Squared bill.”
End of key quotes.
Trump is the perfect bullhorn for IT workers. This follows the New Times article on
Disney Unemployment Land, now Trump is certainly the biggest and loudest
public figure standing up for IT and STEM U.S. Citizens. $uckerbergs millions
may not have much influence on Trump as it does on the puppets in
Washington DC like Rubio and Cruz both sold, check signed, check in the bank
delivered from and for the 1% crowd. Their greed is mean and immoral and
insulting.
Many elected officials in both parties need to be “called out” on their H1-B
stand. Several congress persons in both parties are bought and paid for by the
1% for giving U.S. citizens jobs to H-1B Visa holders. Alas Let the Donald, the
perceived court-fool or professed sayer of witty things and maker of
amusement, The Court Jester - Let The Truth Be Told!
Approximately 250 wealth individuals and their numerous lobbyist interests
including the Koch Brothers run campaign money for the likes of Jeb Bush,
Scotty Walker, Rubio and the rest of the them. Obama the King of the Court
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should yield to the Jester. Our country is plutocratic, the 1%, 250 wealthy
Individuals + 430 US Representatives + 100 Senators + 1 President + 9 Supremos
have tremendous power in this country over the peasant class, US - the 99%.
The U.S. voter has no choice but to vote against his or her own interest and in
favor of the rich. With Trump and Bernie not taking billionaire bucks and PAC
money, will “The Peasants Still Have Their Pitchforks.?”
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2970928/it-outsourcing/donald-trumpzingers-and-all-emerges-as-sharp-h-1b-critic.html

TRUMP FLASH: TRUMP KEEPS ON THUMPING AND HIS IT H1B PROPOSALS IS CAUSING SOME NEEDED HEARTBURN FOR
THE BILLIONAIRES AND LOBBYISTS GATHERING AT THE
COUNTRY CLUB. THE DONALD IS “FIRST CANDIDATE TO GIVE
THE H-1B VISA ISSUE THIS LEVEL OF VISIBILITY IN A
PRESIDENTIAL RACE.” – AUGUST 25, 2015.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld - AUG 20, 2015 3:18 AM PT
Trump Flash: Trump keeps on Thumping and his IT H1-B proposals are causing
some needed heartburn for the billionaires and lobbyists gathering at the
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country club. The Donald is “first candidate to give the H-1B visa issue this level
of visibility in a presidential race.”
Per CW: “Trump, a billionaire businessman now leading the Republican field in
the polls, has an H-1B reform proposal that's a clear challenge to his rivals -and it tweaks the nose of the tech industry.”
“If H-1B workers are indeed "the best and the brightest," Trump seems to be
telling the industry, then raising their wages shouldn't be a problem.”
Obama’s buddies at FWD.us are not happy with The Donald, The FWD website
mission: import more H1B cheap labor and displace and destroy IT professionals
and STEM workers born in this country.
ComputerWorld, we quote:
“Meanwhile, one tech industry lobbying group decried Trump’s overall
immigration proposals, including the H-1B related plans. FWD.us president Todd
Schulte, in a blog post Wednesday, said "the idea we should radically restrict
pathways for highly-skilled immigrants to come and stay here is -- again -- just
wrong," he wrote. He called for increasing access to green cards, as well as for
raising the H-1B visa cap.”
Here's how Trump's plan, part one, works:
“H-1B workers are paid the prevailing wages, which are "at least equal" to
wages paid to workers with similar experience, according to the U.S.
Department of Labor. There are four levels of prevailing wages, and they can
vary widely depending on the geography.”
The salaries are broken up into four levels, refer to the article for details.
Another CW quote:
“Trump points out that more than half of the workers on H-1B visas receive
entry-level pay, and that Level 1 and 2 salaries account for more than 80% of
prevailing wage levels. Trump is correct. According to a Government
Accountability Office study, 54% of all H-1B workers are paid entry level wages,
or level 1, and 29% of the temporary visa workforce is paid at Level 2.”
The second part of the Trump plan per CW:
“The second major part of Trump's proposal is a requirement that companies
hire Americans first. U.S. Sens. Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa) and Dick Durbin (D-Ill.),
have, over the years, offered up a similar proposal.”
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“U.S. workers can be replaced by H-1B visa holders under current law. The
Southern California Edison case "demolishes the myth of H-1Bs only being hired
when no American worker can be found - American workers were already
doing the job and being replaced by H-1Bs," Ron Hira, an associate professor
of public policy, said in Senate testimony last March at a hearing about H-1B
visa.”
“Trump argues that prevailing wage hikes and hiring rules will improve hiring,
particularly for entry-level workers.}”

“Norm Matloff, a computer science professor at the University of California at
Davis, gave Trump an "A+" for his H-1B proposals on his blog. But he later urged
his readers to forget what he had written about Trump's H-1B plan, after Trump
tweeted this: "When foreigners attend our great colleges & want to stay in the
U.S., they should not be thrown out of our country."
A grade of A+ WOW - next step - please step up to the microphone oh Donald
the Court Jester and Slam, Boom, Boom the H1-B scam so that the entire
country learns how the 1% is screwing IT Workers and the middle class. But
those tweets by Mr. Trump contradict his proposals. At this stage of the game,
discussion and visibility of the destruction highly trained software engineering
workers needs a megaphone for 15 minutes of fame.
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http://www.computerworld.com/article/2973597/it-outsourcing/why-trumpbelieves-his-h-1b-plan-is-serious.html

BREITBART NEWS INTERVIEWS DONALD TRUMP ON H1B
AFTER CONTROVERSIAL DEBATE STATEMENTS! AFTER THE
DEBATE AND THE DONALD'S LESS THAN PLEASING REMARKS
ABOUT THE H1B ABUSE, THE TRUMPER DECIDED TO BE
INTERVIEWED BY BREITBART NEWS (BNN). EARLIER IN THE
DAY, BREITBART NEWS POSTED A STORY CRITICAL OF
TRUMP’S H1B DEBATE PERFORMANCE – OCTOBER 29,
2015.
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By STEPHEN K. BANNON & ALEXANDER MARLOW
29 Oct 2015
Breitbart News Interviews Donald Trump on H1B after controversial debate
statements! After the debate and the Donald’s less than pleasing remarks
about the H1B abuse, the Trumper decided to be interviewed by Breitbart News
(BNN). Earlier in the day, Breitbart News posted a story critical of Trump’s H1B
debate performance.
I will just cut to the chase and cut and paste the five-question interview.
QUOTE:
“BNN: The media has been filled with stories about companies flying in lowwage H-1B workers to replace American workers in tech jobs. Adding insult to
injury, these American workers have been forced to train their replacements. If
you were President, would you put a stop to this practice?
DT: Day one. This is why I got into this race. Because the everyday working
person in this country is getting screwed. Lobbyists write the rules to benefit the
rich and powerful. They buy off Senators like Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) to help
them get rich at the expense of working Americans by using H-1B visas–so
called “high tech” visas–to replace American workers in all sorts of solid middleclass jobs. If I am President, I will not issue any H-1B visas to companies that
replace American workers and my Department of Justice will pursue action
against them.
BNN: Hundreds of workers at Disney were forced to train their foreign
replacements. But while Florida Senator Nelson rallied to their cause, Senator
Rubio did not. While Nelson has called for an investigation, Rubio has not. While
Nelson has called to reduce H-1Bs, Rubio has demanded more. Senator Rubio
has been the top promoter in Congress for expanding the H-1B program even
though millions American tech workers are out of jobs. Rubio’s new bill triples H1Bs and has zero protections for American workers. Advocates for tech workers
said Rubio’s bill would “destroy” the U.S. tech workforce. Rubio’s bill is even
endorsed by the CEO of Disney. What do you think of Rubio’s bill?
DT: It’s a disaster. It would allow any company in America to replace any
worker with cheaper foreign labor. It legalizes job theft. It gives companies the
legal right to pass over Americans, displace Americans, or directly replace
Americans for good-paying middle-class jobs. More than 80 percent of these
H-1Bs are paid less than the average wage. Senator Rubio works for the
lobbyists, not for Americans. That is why he is receiving more money from Silicon
Valley than any other candidate in this race. He is their puppet.
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BNN: During the debate, Senator Rubio listed several protections he thought
American workers should receive. But the New York Times said Rubio’s bill
would does the opposite of what he said, and does not contain a single one of
the protections he mentioned. Instead, his bill simply triples the number of H-1B
visas given as low-wage substitutes to corporations. Does Rubio have a
problem with the truth?

DT: Yes, Senator Rubio is incapable of telling the truth. He should be disqualified
for dishonesty alone.
BNN: Do you think agree with Senator Rubio that there is a shortage of talented
Americans?
DT: Rubio is dead wrong. America produces the best and brightest in the world.
It’s time to stand up for own students–many of whom are racked with terrible,
terrible debt and facing a disastrous job market. We are graduating two times
more students in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) than find
jobs in those fields every year. We have a surplus of talented Americans and
we need them to get jobs first.
BNN: What should happen with the Florida workers who have been replaced?
DT: I am calling TODAY on Disney to hire back every one of the workers they
replaced, and I am calling on Rubio to immediately rescind his sponsorship of
the I-Squared bill and apologize to every Floridian for endorsing it. I am further
calling on Rubio to return the money he has received from Silicon Valley CEOs
and to donate the money to a charity helping unemployed Americans whose
jobs Rubio has helped to destroy.”
END QUOTE:
Trump got smart quickly and did this interview, he was getting killed on the BNN
networks. His answers sound reasonable, it would have been a better situation
for him and IT workers if he could have slammed dunked Rubio as he did in the
interview. Trump calls Rubio a Silicon Valley Puppet, that sounds like something
I would say.
As of 10 AM EST 6350 Comments were posted, a stunning number of Happy
Happy Patriots.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/10/29/exclusive-donald-trump-rightsship-on-immigration-demands-disney-rehire-workers-replaced-by-cheap-foreign-laborcalls-rubio-silicon-valleys-puppet/
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TRUMP GETS THE H-1B REFORM VOTE. GRAND MOTHER
AND DISNEY DISPLACED WORKER ENDORSES TRUMP.
BREITBLAST GOES BONKERS AND SLAMS THE SWEATY
WATER BOY MARCO THE ROBOT RUBIO. SLAP, BAM,
BOOM - TRUMP IS THE ONLY CANDIDATE THAT COMES
CLOSE ON H-1B REFORM - DESPERATE IT WORKERS
SWARM TO THE TRUMP MAGIC KINGDOM –
FEBRUARY 19, 2016.
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By Julia Hahn
19 Feb 2016
Trump Gets the H-1B Reform Vote. Grand Mother AND Disney DISPLACED
Worker Endorses TRUMP. Breitblast Goes Bonkers and Slams the Sweaty Water
Boy Marco the Robot Rubio. Slap, Bam, Boom - Trump is the ONLY candidate
that comes close on H-1B Reform - DESPERATE IT WORKERS SWARM TO THE
TRUMP MAGIC KINGDOM.
THE QUESTION IS WILL TRUMP FIRE THE BULLY DISGUISED AS A MOUSE?
Loyal American Dena Moore: “I’m doing this because I don’t like bullies,” Sara
Blackwell on the scene, gentle grand mother of four children and 13
grandchildren now launching a discrimination lawsuit against the Disney Pig
Faced Executives. “Trump is standing up to the bullies.”

I QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS:
“The American people are now the weak ones being bullied,” Moore explains.
“The everyday working person needs a champion– and you’d never think to
say that. Who would ever think a day would come when we would have to say
that? But the middle class needs a champion– we need a union that will
protect us– and Donald Trump is that champion. He is champion who stands
up to the bullies to protect the weak, he stands up for us– he stands up.”
“When you stand up to the bullies you have to stay strong,” Moore explained.
“You’re not always going to be well-liked, and it takes you a little while to be
heard. Maybe you’ll make mistakes, but you have to get past the media’s ‘let
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me pick you apart’ stage and recognize that this person is standing up to the
bullies.”
“I will be voting for Trump,” Moore said emphatically. “If we don’t want to
become the next third world country— to me— we need somebody whose a
business man to run the country.”
“Moore, at 53 is a mother of four and grandmother of 13. She had been
working for Disney just shy of ten years, when out of the blue she was called
into a meeting and informed that she along with hundreds of her American
colleagues were being let go and would be replaced with foreign workers,
whom they would have to train. These foreign workers had been brought into
the country on the controversial wage-depressing H-1B visa.”
“Moore’s Senator, Marco Rubio, has pushed to expand H-1B visas despite the
fact that scores of his own constituents had just been displaced by the
program.”
“In 2015 Rubio introduced a bill to triple the number of H-1B visas. This bill—
known as the I-Squared bill— was endorsed by Disney CEO Bob Iger via his
immigration lobbying firm. Disney is also one of Sen. Rubio’s biggest financial
boosters– having donated more than $2 million according to Open Secrets.”
“While Rubio has pushed legislation that would help companies like Disney to
bring in more even more H-1B foreign replacement, Trump has called on
Disney to hire back all of its American employees. In October, Trump declared,
“I am calling TODAY on Disney to hire back every one of the workers they
replaced, and I am calling on Rubio to immediately rescind his sponsorship of
the I-Squared bill and apologize to every Floridian for endorsing it. I am further
calling on Rubio to return the money he has received from Silicon Valley CEOs
and to donate the money to a charity helping unemployed Americans whose
jobs Rubio has helped to destroy.”
I END QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS:
Check out the big brain on Marco! No Brain Tissue on the issue of American IT
Jobs being lost to foreign immigrants.
I HOPE BREITBART HOLDS TRUMP ACCOUNTABLE FOR HIS STATEMENTS ON DISNEY
AND H-1B REFORM.
I DO NOT TRUST TRUMP. I DO NOT TRUST ANY OF THE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/02/19/exclusive-disney-momtrained-foreign-replacement-endorses-trump-need-someone-stand-bullies/
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Disney Pig Faced Executive Celebrating his H-1B Bonus Money while in Disney
Executive Club Parking Lot.
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TRUMP TALKS THE TALK ON H-1B, BUT HE WALKS THE WALK
ON H-2B GUEST WORKERS – FEBRUARY 25, 2016.

Donald J. Trump’s Mar-a-Lago Club in Palm Beach, Fla. Credit Ryan Stone for
The New York Times
By Charles V. Bagli and Megan Twohey
Feb. 25, 2016
Trump talks the Talk on H-1B, But He Walks the Walk on H-2B Guest Workers.
Moment for Pause?
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“Mr. Trump has stoked his crowds by promising to bring back jobs that have
been snatched by illegal immigrants or outsourced by corporations, and voters
worried about immigration have been his strongest backers.”
“But he has also pursued more than 500 visas for foreign workers at Mar-a-Lago
since 2010, according to the United States Department of Labor, while
hundreds of domestic applicants failed to get the same jobs.”
“In Palm Beach County, Tom Veenstra, senior director of support services at
CareerSource, a job placement service, took issue with Mr. Trump’s contention
that he could not staff his clubs with locals. “We have hundreds of qualified
applicants for jobs like those,” he said.”
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/26/us/politics/donald-trump-taps-foreignwork-force-for-his-florida-club.html?
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COMPUTERWORLD NEWS FLASH: DISNEY CANNED
WORKERS SPEAK - PEOPLE LISTEN - THEY DO NOT LIKE
WHAT THEY HEAR. DENA MOORE ROCKS THE HOUSE
DOWN! – FEBRUARY 29, 2016.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld | FEB 29, 2016 9:43 AM PT
Computerworld News Flash: Disney Canned Workers Speak - People Listen They Do Not Like What They Hear. Dena Moore Rocks the House Down!
I QUOTE THE ENTIRE ARTICLE: “Two former Disney IT workers spoke at a Donald
Trump campaign rally on Sunday, telling about the shock of having to train
their foreign replacements.”
“It's hard to recall any presidential campaign, in any year, that has given IT
workers this type of visibility. But Trump, the businessman now seeking the
Republican nomination, has made H-1B reforms a part of his platform.”
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“Speaking at the large rally in Madison, Ala. was Dena Moore, a former Disney
IT worker who trained her foreign replacement. Around 200 to 300 other Disney
IT workers lost their jobs as part of an IT outsourcing shift.”
“Moore warned that Disney's action is a bad signal. "Other companies look up
to them and they follow and model their behavior," she said.”
“IT workers are generally reluctant to take a public stand on visa policy issues.
They worry about hurting future IT job prospects. Non-disparagement clauses in
severance agreements also limit their involvement. Moore noted the problem.”
“IT workers "are afraid, they're in shock," she told the cheering crowd. "They're
not coming forward because we have been taught all our lives to make do
and keep going on. But you know what? This little old grandma is going to
stand up for what's right.”
"The fact is that Americans are losing their jobs to foreigners," said Moore. "I
believe Mr. Trump is for Americans first."

“U.S. Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.) appeared as well at the rally, and endorsed
Trump for the GOP nomination. Sessions is a leading Senate H-1B reformer.”
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“Also appearing with Moore was Leo Perrero, who testified last week on the H1B visa program before the Senate Subcommittee on Immigration. Both Perrero
and Moore are suing Disney and the IT contractors it hired and were joined at
the rally by their attorney, Sara Blackwell. She blamed "corporate greed" for IT
offshoring.”

“The rally was held in advance of this week's Super Tuesday primary voting in a
number of states, including Alabama.”
“Most of the ire from Trump was directed at rival Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.),
who supports efforts to raise the H-1B cap. "What a great disappointment
Marco Rubio is," said Moore.”
“U.S. Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas), who is also seeking the Republican nomination
along with Rubio, has reversed course. He once supported a major H-1B cap
increase and is now co-sponsoring reform legislation with Sessions.”
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“Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, who is seeking the Democratic
nomination for president, has said little about the H-1B visa. Unlike Trump, she
doesn't address it in her platform. But Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.), who is also
seeking the Democratic nod, has been a critic of the H-1B visa.”
I END QUOTE THE ENTIRE ARTICLE:
Hello Hillary Clinton, Knock Knock, You There? Hello Hillary? Knock Knock.
How is TATA treating you lately? I thought I would check in, knock, knock.
Nobody is answering.
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3039215/it-industry/laid-off-it-workersspeak-out-at-trump-rally.html

Sara Blackwell gets a Trump Bump with Botox Hands.
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INDIAN MEDIA NEWS FLASH: INDIA GETS THE TRUMP
TREATMENT - THEY TAKE NOTICE - OH OH – FEBRUARY 28,
2016.

By: PTI | Columbia | Updated: February 28, 2016 12:41:28 pm:
Indian Media News Flash: India Gets the Trump Treatment - They Take Notice Oh Oh.
Paranoia strikes deep and into every Indian heart it seeps. Tennessee Indians
wonder, WHY ME? I thought he was going to keep us safe. Instead the Donald
FINALLY talks the TALK about Indians taking US Jobs, while Sanders, Clinton,
Rubio and the rest of the Crew is Deaf Dumb and Silent on the Issue.
I QUOTE ON THE INDIAN PART, SINCE THEY ARE SO RARE:
“Donald Trump, the controversial Republican presidential frontrunner, on
Sunday again blamed India for taking away jobs from Americans, pledging to
bring them back if elected president even as the ‘Trump mania’ appeared to
have picked up in the US ahead of “Super Tuesday” showdown.”
“Trump had earlier added India to the list of countries that he believes is taking
away jobs from the US.”
“They are taking our jobs. China is taking our jobs. Japan is taking our jobs.
India is taking our jobs. It is not going to happen anymore, folks!” Trump told to
thunderous applause from the audience.”
“Rishu Patel, a Grade 7 student here said, “(Trump) will make us safe”. Rishu
and his father Jitu Patel were probably the only Indian-Americans at the rally.”
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“Tennessee has around 25,000 Indian-Americans, majority of them living
around Nashville and Memphis, which has one of the oldest Hindu temples built
some 20 years ago.”
I END QUOTE ON THE INDIAN PART:
HERE IS THE FUNNY DECEPTION: THE INDIAN PRESS TRYED to PULL OFF.
THEY supposedly FOUND A WHITE GUY NAMED MARK WHO WORKS in
Information Technology and who is supposedly on the INDIAN SIDE from
TENNESSEE and is at a TRUMP RALLY.
I QUOTE:
“One of his die-hard supporters, Mark, who works in the IT sector was of the
view that Indian-Americans are not taking away the jobs in his sector.”
“They bring in quality and diversity,” he said, displaying a banner which read
Trump supporters are silent majority.”
END QUOTE. Indian Media tries to sugar coat bad news with media
propaganda for the home country. PATHETIC. R U FRIGGING KIDDIN ME.
MARK, Ranga maybe, NO MARK.
Yes, I frequent and post on the Indian sites occasionally. THEY DO NOT LIKE
WHAT I HAVE TO SAY, ESPECIALLY when BACKED UP WITH THE FACTS. Yes, the
Indians think we are technical idiots and they are on TOP of the MOUNTAIN TOP
NOW thinking they are going to TAKE OVER the TECH WORLD. THEY COULD NOT
INNOVATE THEMSELVES OUT OF A PAPER CUP.
http://indianexpress.com/article/world/world-news/us-presidential-electiondonald-trump-again-blames-india-for-taking-away-american-jobs/
I watched Trump yesterday; I had to, trying to catch some Disney action,
ANYWAY HE MOVINGLY MENTIONED EXPLICITLY THE HORRIBLE Carrier Corp. firm
that is moving 1,400 Indianapolis jobs to Mexico. I know, this place, three miles
from my boyhood house. That heating and cooling factory has been there for
years. The You Tube video went viral on Huff Post and everywhere. Those bluecollar jobs are gone forever and the 50 + aged men laid off are ruined for life.
THIS IS WHY PEOPLE ARE ANGRY AND COALESCE TO TRUMP! Where is BERNIE
SANDERS on CARRIER and the layoffs? I AM ALL EARS. Where is BERNIE
SANDERS on H-1B in Florida? Right now, Bernie is a broken record. He needs to
SPEAK DIRECTLY ABOUT H-1B and the CARRIER layoffs in Indy. THE SILENCE IS
DEAFENING.
http://www.ibj.com/blogs/18-ballot-box/post/57225-trump-to-carrier-staywhere-you-are-or-build-in-the-us
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SAITJ Postscript: The Trump promise to the Carrier workers was a con or a lie,
they all lost their job after he was elected and ignored since then, election bait.

DAZED AND CONFUSED! - TRUMP CREATES A
POLITICAL MESS IN IT WORLD - ATTEMPTS TO BACK TRACK
- IS THE DAMAGE DONE? – MARCH 4, 2016.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld | MAR 4, 2016 9:43 AM PT
DAZED AND CONFUSED! - Trump Creates a Political Mess in IT World - Attempts
to Back Track - Is the Damage Done?
I QUOTE THE ENTIRE MORNING REPORT BY COMPUTER WORLD:
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“Early in his quest for the Republican nomination for president, Donald Trump
promised major H-1B reforms. But Thursday night, at a debate in Detroit with his
fellow Republican candidates, Trump said he was "softening" his position.”
“The move created an instant mess for Trump. So early this morning, his
campaign issued a statement condemning the H-1B program and stressed the
need to "hire Americans first."
But the damage was done.

“Norm Matloff, a computer science professor at the University of California at
Davis and a leading critic of the visa program, noted in a post-debate blog
post: "I'm getting e-mail messages from some absolutely furious supporters of
Donald Trump — who are now FORMER supporters of Trump."
The trouble began with a question from Fox News Reporter Megyn Kelly about
inconsistencies in Trump's statements. Said Kelly: "Mr. Trump, your campaign
website to this day argues that more visas for highly skilled workers would,
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quote, "decimate American workers." However, at the CNBC debate, you
spoke enthusiastically in favor of these visas. So, which is it?" (see transcript)
"I'm changing. I'm changing," said Trump, in response. "We need highly skilled
people in this country. In Silicon Valley, we absolutely have to have."
“He also said: "I'm changing it, and I'm softening the position because we
have to have talented people in this country."
“Trump's post-debate statement suggested that Kelly's question wasn't specific
to the H-1B program: "Megyn Kelly asked about highly-skilled immigration." Then
the statement goes to attack the visa program:”
"The H-1B program is neither high-skilled nor immigration: these are temporary
foreign workers, imported from abroad, for the explicit purpose of substituting
for American workers at lower pay. I remain totally committed to eliminating
rampant, widespread H-1B abuse and ending outrageous practices such as
those that occurred at Disney in Florida when Americans were forced to train
their foreign replacements. I will end forever the use of the H-1B as a cheap
labor program, and institute an absolute requirement to hire American workers
first for every visa and immigration program.”
"No exceptions," wrote Trump.”
“Trump's statement appears to argue that he was discussing green cards,
permanent immigration, for university graduates and not H-1B visas.”
“But Kelly was asking Trump about the H-1B program. She used the word
"decimate," in her question, citing the same word Trump's platform uses in its
criticism of the higher H-1B visa caps sought in the I-Square bill, co-sponsored
by Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.), one of Trump's GOP presidential rivals.”
“Trump, in response to Kelly's question, spoke about how foreign students will
go to Harvard, Stanford and Wharton and "as soon as they're finished they'll get
shoved out. They want to stay in this country. They want to stay here
desperately, they're not able to stay here.”
"For that purpose, we absolutely have to be able to keep the brain power in
this country," said Trump.”
“Pressing for clarity, Kelly asked Trump: "You are abandoning the position on
your Website?"
“Trump's H-1B position has two main features. It raises the pay of visa workers to
keep employers from paying entry-level wages. Higher salaries "will force
companies to give these coveted entry-level jobs to the existing domestic pool
of unemployed" workers "instead of flying in cheaper workers from overseas."
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“A second major feature is the campaign's "hire American workers first" edict.
Trump wrote that H-1B "petitions for workers should be mailed to the
unemployment office, not USCIS (U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service)."
“During the debate, Kelly also quizzed Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas) about his
inconsistencies on the H-1B program. She pointed out that Cruz supported a
major hike in the visa cap, and did not join the group of bipartisan Senators
seeking an investigation of the program following Southern California Edison's
layoff last year.”
"The abuse of the H-1B program has been rampant," said Cruz, in response.”
“Cruz is co-sponsoring legislation with Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.) to substantially
hike H-1B wages, tighten program rules and eliminate non-disparagement
clauses that serve to keep IT workers from speaking out.”
“As president, Cruz said he would impose a 180-day moratorium on the H-1B
program and "implement a comprehensive investigation, because "you got
U.S. companies that are firing American workers, bringing in foreign workers,
and forcing them to train their replacements."
“Trump recently received the endorsement Sessions, who also heads the
Senate immigration subcommittee. Two former IT workers, who each said they
had to train a foreign replacement, spoke at a recent Trump rally.”
I END QUOTE THE ENTIRE MORNING REPORT BY COMPUTER WORLD:
I AM DAZED AND CONFUSED. I paraphrase the famous Led Zeppelin song.
“Been Dazed and Confused for so long it's not true.
Wanted a candidate, never bargained for you.
Lots of people talkin', few of them know
Soul of a candidate was created and deflated.”

“Every day I work so hard, bringin' home my hard earned pay
Try to love you Donald, but you push me away.
Don't know where you're goin', only know just where you've been,
Sweet little Donald, Do I want you again?”
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“Been dazed and confused for so long, it's so true.
Wanted a candidate, never bargained for you.”

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3040973/it-careers/trump-says-imchanging-h-1b-position-then-says-he-isnt.html

Indian Media Reports Low Key - International Students Must be Jumping Up and
Down in Joy - Trump to Get the Indian American Vote?
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/visa-and-immigration/donald-trumpsflip-flop-over-h1b-visa-lands-him-in-controversy/articleshow/51253445.cms

Daily Caller: Reader Sample Comments on the Issue:
“Trump wants to support the H-1B? He better clarify this pronto. He will lose my
support on this issue.”
——————
“DONALD TRUMP:
Hollywood celebrity.......Global elitist.......TV personality.........LIFETIME Democrat,
until now......pro-choice......pro-NSA spying........Mob ties......."Likes
Obamacare??"
Now Trump wants MORE foreign workers????
WHY would ANY Conservative vote for Trump? Because he says what we want
to hear?
Sanders.....Clinton........Trump.....
"What difference, at this point, does it make?"
A Vote for Trump is a Vote for Hillary! Look up the polls.”
——————
“How can he support anything? He can't support the butterflies in his brain
from one day to the next. He is cuckoo.”
——————
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“When every Disney and California Edison tech worker who was laid off is
working, then we can consider H1B workers.”
——————
I hope they come out and disavow Trump over this but once sessions gets
done giving him a piece of his mind I suspect Donald will revise his statement at
which point his rabid followers will nod in unison and revise their arguments
again to support him
http://dailycaller.com/2016/03/03/trump-now-wants-more-guest-workers-ichanged-my-mind/
============
What a Mess! - Red State Media Asks - Does Trump Know the Difference
Between a H-1B and H-2B Visa?
QUOTE:
“Short version: at last night’s debate the topic of H-1B visas* came up. Last
night Megyn Kelly asked Donald Trump at the debate how he felt about
temporary work visas now. Trump said that he loved them to death, and was
softening the position found on his website. Somewhere out in the political
wilderness, Senator Jeff Sessions (an H-1B visa restrictionist who is endorsing
Trump solely because of Trump’s position on immigration, supposedly)
immediately suffered a nosebleed from the psychic shock of this sudden, yet
inevitable betrayal**. The Trump campaign had to go out and send around an
email saying, No, really, forget that Trump said that. Please, please, please,
forget that Trump said that. Also: Trump can’t tell the difference between a H1B and a H-2B visa.”
To Be or NOT to Be H-1B, that is the Question for Donald.
http://www.redstate.com/moe_lane/2016/03/04/h-1b-h-2b-immigration-visadonald-trump-lies/
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DONALD TRUMP TO AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY
AND STEM WORKERS - GO AWAY - INDIA ON THE
WAY – MARCH 4, 2016.

By NICK GASS
03/03/2016 09:55 PM EST:
DONALD TRUMP TO AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY AND STEM WORKERS - GO AWAY INDIA ON THE WAY.
FU TRUMP GO BACK TO THE HOLE YOU CAME FROM.
MAJOR LEAGUE ASSHOLE LEAKS THE TRUTH.
Donald Trump signaled a shift in his stance on visas for highly-skilled workers
Thursday night, moving away from the position he took on his campaign
website.
"I'm changing. I'm changing. We need highly-skilled people in this country. If we
can't do it, we will get them in. And we do need in Silicon Valley, we absolutely
have to have. So we do need highly-skilled," Trump said. "One of the biggest
problems we have people will go to the best colleges, they'll go to Harvard,
they'll go to Stanford, to Wharton, as soon as they are finished they get shoved
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out. They want to stay in this country. They want to stay here desperately. They
are not able to stay here. For that purpose, we absolutely have to be able to
keep the brain power in this country."
“Asked if that represented a change from the position expressed on his
website, which states that "[t]oo many visas, like the H-1B, have no such
requirement" to hire American workers first, Trump said it was. "I'm changing it,
and I'm softening the position, because we have to have talented people in
this country," Trump said.”
http://www.politico.com/blogs/2016-gop-primary-live-updates-andresults/2016/03/trump-immigration-h1b-visas-gop-debate-220233?lo=ap_e2
TRUMP Lied to the IT community about H-1B Visa Reform. What else is he lying
about? ANSWER - PROBABLY EVERYTHING.
He lied and the Disney people like Leo have to be devastated right now.
Trump was their only hope - Silicon Valley Billionaires Club $$$ Got to Him. I am
sure he got called to the carpet by the Valley - You can tell in the video.
Perhaps more publicity will come for the issue NOW that TRUMP has LIED. I LIVE
IN A BINARY WORLD. There is no MAYBE BIT. Trump is now the OFF BIT.
I QUOTE FOX AND TRUMP STRAIGHT FROM THE DEBATE TRANSCRIPT VIA WASH
POST:
“KELLY: Welcome back everybody to the FOX News Republican presidential
debate, live from the FOX theater here in Detroit. Let's get back now to the
questions.
Mr. Trump, your campaign website to this day argues that more visas for highly
skilled workers would, quote, "decimate American workers". However, at the
CNBC debate, you spoke enthusiastically in favor of these visas. So, which is it?
TRUMP: I'm changing. I'm changing. We need highly skilled people in this
country, and if we can't do it, we'll get them in. But, and we do need in Silicon
Valley, we absolutely have to have.
So, we do need highly skilled, and one of the biggest problems we have is
people go to the best colleges. They'll go to Harvard, they'll go to Stanford,
they'll go to Wharton, as soon as they're finished they'll get shoved out. They
want to stay in this country. They want to stay here desperately, they're not
able to stay here. For that purpose, we absolutely have to be able to keep the
brain power in this country.
(APPLAUSE)
KELLY: So you abandoning the position on your website...
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TRUMP: ... I'm changing it, and I'm softening the position because we have to
have talented people in this country.
KELLY: And you're not releasing the discussion with the New York Times behind
closed doors...
TRUMP: ... That is correct.
KELLY: Which will have some asking whether, on your immigration policies,
you're really just playing to people's fantasies, which is a tactic...
TRUMP: ... No, I'm not playing.
KELLY: ... you praised in your book, The Art of the Deal.
TRUMP: I'm not playing to anybody's fantasies, I'm playing to the fact that our
country is in trouble, that we have a tremendous problem with crime. The
border is a disaster, it's like a piece of Swiss cheese. We're going to stop it, we're
going to stop people from coming into our country illegally. We're going to
stop it.
THE BILLIONAIRE DUCK LIAR HAS STOP QUACKING - IT COMMUNITY - GOOD
RIDDANCE.
The Silicon Valley Billionaires Club $$$ Got to Him. I am sure the Valley called
him on the carpet - You can tell in the video. Perhaps more publicity will come
for the issue NOW that TRUMP has LIED. I LIVE IN A BINARY WORLD. There is no
MAYBE BIT. Trump is now the OFF BIT.
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COMPUTER WORLD DEBATE REPORT: H-1B DEBATE
DISCUSSION REACHES HISTORIC HIGH - TRUMP GETS HIS
H-1B MOJO BACK - RARE TRUMP CONFESSION AND MEA
CULPA “I FRANKLY USE AND I SHOULDN'T BE ALLOWED TO
USE -- WE SHOULDN'T HAVE IT," SAID TRUMP. TRUMP
EMBRACES DISNEY WORKERS WHILE THE DEMOCRATS
WATCH THE MOVIE CLUELESS WITH MARCO – MARCH 11,
2016.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld | MAR 11, 2016 4:06 AM PT:
COMPUTER WORLD DEBATE REPORT: H-1B Debate Discussion Reaches Historic
High - Trump Gets his H-1B Mojo Back - Rare Trump Confession and Mea Culpa
“I frankly use and I shouldn't be allowed to use -- we shouldn't have it," said
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Trump. Trump Embraces Disney Workers while the Democrats watch the Movie
Clueless with Marco.
I QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS FROM COMPUTER WORLD:
“In Florida Thursday night, Republican presidential candidates took on the H1B visa program in a way they have never done before. They said the program
is being abused, needs reform and GOP frontrunner Donald Trump, in
particular, seemed to recommend ending it.”
“The attention is due to the layoff last year of Disney IT workers, most who were
working in Orlando. Some of those workers had to train visa-holding
replacements. Disney laid off between 200 to 300 IT workers after bringing in IT
contractors that are heavy users of the visa.”
“Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.), who has supported an H-1B cap increase, and has
said little about the visa-related IT layoffs at Disney or any other place, offered
an extended critique of the H-1B program.”
“Rubio faulted, in particular, the use of visas by large IT services companies,
pointing to firms based in India, in particular. He said H-1B program abuses take
jobs from U.S. workers.”
“When it was his turn to talk about the visa, Trump, the billionaire businessman,
began with an admission. "First of all, I know the H-1B very well, and it's
something that I frankly use and I shouldn't be allowed to use -- we shouldn't
have it," said Trump. He explained himself by saying the visa is available to use
and "I'm a businessman."
“The frontrunner has sent out confusing signals about the H-1B program.”
“At last week's debate, Trump said he was "softening" his position on the visa.
But immediately following the debate, he issued a statement saying that his
remarks were about immigration, and not the non-immigrant H-1B visa.”
“In that post-debate statement at the time, Trump said: "I will end forever the
use of the H-1B as a cheap labor program, and institute an absolute
requirement to hire American workers first for every visa and immigration
program."
“Last night, Trump seemed more focused, certain -- even radical. He talked
about ending the visa. "It's very bad for our workers and it's unfair for workers
and we should end it," said Trump.”
"Very importantly, the Disney workers endorsed me," said Trump. "They said he is
the only one that's going to be able to fix it, because it's a mess."
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“The Democrats, by contrast, have had little to say about the controversial
program.”
“Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.), who is seeking the Democratic presidential
nomination, is a critic of the visa program, and joined a bipartisan group of 10
senators last year seeking an investigation into its use after IT layoffs at Southern
California Edison.”
“But former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton doesn't raise the H-1B visa as an
issue. In debates, both Sanders and Clinton have kept the focus on
comprehensive immigration reform.”
At a recent Trump rally, one former Disney IT worker who took the stage, Dena
Moore, said she trained a visa-holding replacement and was critical of Rubio.
"What a great disappointment Marco Rubio is," she said.
At Thursday's debate, Washington Times reporter Stephen Dinan asked Rubio
about Disney, and said that "some of the Americans even had to train their
own replacements."
"You support increasing the H-1B visa program that made it possible to bring in
these foreign workers. Doesn't this program take jobs away from Americans?"
asked Dinan.
"If it's being abused the way Disney did," said Rubio. "It is illegal now under that
program to use it to replace American workers. Under that program, you have
to prove not only that you're not replacing Americans, but that you've tried to
hire Americans."
Rubio, in the debate, acknowledged the problem with contractors, citing
India-based firms, in particular.
"What I argue is that no consulting business such as that should be allowed to
hoard up all these visas," said Rubio, adding that visas "should only be available
for companies to use to directly hire workers and that we should be stricter in
how we enforce it."
I END QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS FROM COMPUTER WORLD:
The H-1B and Out Sourcing is a SLAM DUNK ISSUE - He who taps it will win.
Trump screwed up big time in the last debate. Now Trump is back on track.
Marco is too little too late. Rubio has been BRAIN DEAD for so long, emergency
WATER infusion will do NO GOOD. The Democrats are lost in the wilderness,
cannot not see the forest, and cannot see the trees. Clinton still living in the 90’s
and Bernie is allowing Trump to eat his lunch.
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http://www.computerworld.com/article/3043199/it-careers/disneys-it-layoffsfuel-trump-rubio-h-1b-attacks-at-debate.html.

TRUMP GETS AN UPSIDE-DOWN PINOCCHIO ON
WASHINGTON POST FACT CHECKER BLOG FOR FLIP FLOP
FLIP FLOPS ON H-1B STANCES ON THE DEBATE STAGE
VERSUS WRITTEN STATEMENTS – MARCH 21, 2016.

By Michelle Ye Hee Lee
March 21, 2016
Trump gets an Upside-Down Pinocchio on Washington Post Fact Checker Blog
for Flip Flop Flip Flops on H-1B Stances on the Debate Stage versus Written
Statements.
Mainstream Media trend of writing about H-1B continues as the Washington
Post gets with the program. BOTTOM LINE: “Trump is speaking out of both sides
of his mouth.”
I PROVIDE QUOTED WASH POST FACT CHECK
“For someone who has strong words about the current state of immigration,
Donald Trump certainly has inconsistent ideas about what to do about it.
Immigration has been the Republican front-runner’s signature issue since he
entered the race. He has stuck to his early idea of building a wall along the
U.S.-Mexico border, but has shifted several times about the H-1B program,
which grants temporary visas to non-immigrant workers. We took a look at his
major public statements about his view on the H-1B program, and unpacked
his flip-floppery.”
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THE POST ANALYZES TRUMPS DEBATES STATEMENTS AND HIS WRITTEN POLICY ON
H-1B and DOES FACT CHECKS.
DEBATE NUMBER 1- October 28, 2015
“The first time Trump was asked about the H-1B program during a debate was
in October. Trump took a more moderate stance than his policy proposal,
even supporting the visas for bringing in talent from out of the country. He
made no mention of his plan to wipe out abuse, though he said the program
must follow the laws.”
‘Further, Trump denied he was critical of Zuckerberg, of Facebook. Maybe he
forgot, or was unaware of, the information in his policy proposal and its criticism
of Silicon Valley executives using H-1B to hire foreign workers, saying his
proposals “will improve the number of black, Hispanic and female workers in
Silicon Valley who have been passed over in favor of the H-1B program.”
DEBATE NUMBER 2 - March 3, 2016
“Trump was confronted about the answer he gave during the CNBC debate in
October, showing support for the H-1B program. He admitted that his stance is
changing. When Kelly asked in a follow-up question whether he was
abandoning the position on his website, Trump answered: “I’m changing it,
and I’m softening the position because we have to have talented people in
this country.”
‘’Trump’s answer here was consistent with his answer during the CNBC debate.
He said again that Silicon Valley needs highly skilled workers, and showed his
support for the H-1B program. Further, he appeared to support employers
sponsoring H-1B workers for green cards, saying, “We absolutely have to be
able to keep the brain power in this country.”
TRUMP’s STATEMENT ANALYSIS After DEBATE NUMBER 2 - March 3, 2016
“Trump reversed his claim after the debate ended. In a statement released on
his campaign website, he said he does not actually support H-1Bs. Instead, he
said he would “end forever” using H-1B workers for cheaper labor, and stuck to
his initial proposal of a recruitment requirement for employers.”
“Is Trump suggesting he misunderstood the question, or that Kelly had asked
about a different program? It’s clear she asked him about his stance on H-1B.
And his answer is a repeat of his previous answers on H1B visas, suggesting he
knew what he was talking about.”
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“H-1B visas are non-immigrant temporary work visas, as Trump says.
Companies use it to temporarily hire a foreign national for specialty
occupations, and can sponsor them for permanent residency. So it is
sometimes viewed as a method of bringing in skilled immigrants. H-1Bs also are
used for fashion models working temporarily in the United States.”
“Some H-1B workers are highly skilled, which can be determined by their
degree and by their wages. The majority of H-1B workers are in computerrelated occupations. The median salary H-1B recipients in fiscal 2014 was
$75,000, and 55 percent of them had degrees higher than a bachelor’s. Nearly
72 percent of all workers who were granted continuing or initial employment
with H-1B visas in fiscal 2014 were 25 to 34 years old.”
TRUMP FINAL H-1B QUOTES in March 10, 2016 DEBATE NUMBER 3
“I know the H-1B. I know the H2B. Nobody knows it better than me. I’m a
businessman. These are laws. These are regulations. These are rules. We’re
allowed to do it. … I will take advantage of it; they’re the laws. But I’m the one
that knows how to change it. Nobody else on this dais knows how to change it
like I do, believe me.”
“I know the H-1B very well. And it’s something that I, frankly, use, and I
shouldn’t be allowed to use it. We shouldn’t have it. Very, very bad for workers.
And second of all, I think it’s very important to say, well, I’m a businessman and
I have to do what I have to do. When it’s sitting there waiting for you, but it’s
very bad. It’s very bad for business in terms of — and it’s very bad for our
workers and it’s unfair for our workers. And we should end it.”
THE WASHINGTON POST FACT CHECKER TEST ANALYSIS
“Trump acknowledged that as an employer, he took advantage of the H-1B
program to hire foreign workers. It is a lawful option, he added, but he
“shouldn’t be allowed to use it.” Trump argued that because he uses the
program, he knows how unfair it is for American workers — and that he wants
to end the program.”
“The Pinocchio Test”
“Trump is speaking out of both sides of his mouth. He has used the H-1B
program as an employer, and supports bringing talented, educated workers
into the country. But he also wants to end the H-1B program because he
believes it’s full of abuse. He proposes restricting the program so that the
industry that most relies on it —– the tech industry — can’t use it to shut
Americans out from jobs in Silicon Valley. Yet he says he supports Silicon Valley
taking measures to retain talented and educated foreign workers.”
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“We don’t know exactly what to make of his stance — and it’s unclear if
Trump even knows himself. However, what unequivocally can say is that Trump
deserves a handful of Upside-Down Pinocchios for his flip-floppery.”
I END QUOTE WASH POST FACT CHECK
Confused? STAND IN LINE. The Disney crew and many in the IT community have
forgiven Trump for his maddeningly Flip Flops. IT people have been dealing
with this problem for 25 years, it seems that every time there is one step
forward, then there are two steps backward. Many in IT remain leery of Trump
Truth - Is it “Make America Great Again” or is it “Make India Great Again”.
Donald we live in a binary world. Not in a maybe bit mouthpiece.
One thing we know that is binary - Donald Trump has single handedly brought
the H-1B abuse to the forefront of media and public discussion. That is an
undisputable fact jack.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/fact-checker/wp/2016/03/21/donaldtrump-flip-flops-then-flips-and-flops-more-on-h-1b-visas/

Washington Post - Great job of fact checking and clarity in comparing the
debates and written statements. Only Trump really knows what is inside his
head. And as stated that is questionable. Many in the IT community have
forgiven Trump for his maddeningly Flip Flops. IT people have been dealing
with this problem for 25 years, it seems that every time there is one step
forward, then there are two steps backward. Many in IT remain leery of
TrumpTruth - Is it “Make America Great Again” or is it “Make India Great
Again”. Donald we live in a binary world. Not in a maybe bit mouth piece.
One thing we know that is binary - Donald Trump has single handedly brought
the H-1B abuse to the forefront of media and public discussion. That is an
indisputable fact jack. The more the American public learns about H-1B and
out sourcing, the more they come to the conclusion that H-1B = H-1Bad. It is not
just IT jobs that are being lost to India, leaving Americans out of work, it is many
other professions.
Let me leave it at this: CAN YOU IMAGINE LOSING YOUR JOB TO A FOREIGN
WORKER AND THEN TRAINING THAT FOREIGN GUEST WORKER AS YOUR
REPLACEMENT?
I ask anybody reading this, how would you like it? Welcome to My World!
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IN A BIZARRE TWIST - HINDU GROUP CHANTED A MANTRA
OVER A RITUAL FIRE PRAISING DONALD TRUMP – MAY 11,
2016.

In a Bizarre Twist - Hindu Group Chanted a Mantra over a Ritual Fire Praising
Donald Trump
“The group chanted Sanskrit prayers asking the gods to favor Trump in the
election, and threw offerings such as seeds, grass and ghee — or clarified
butter — into a small ritual fire.”
“Only Donald Trump can save humanity.”
NEXT GROUP WILL CHANT FOR HILLARY - Check that, MODI IS CHANTING AS WE
SPEAK.
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http://www.breitbart.com/news/divine-intervention-indian-hindus-ask-gods-tohelp-trump/
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TECH BIG $$$ POLITICOS BASH TRUMP IN LETTER - LOVE
HILLARY STAPLED GREEN CARDS - THEY WANT THEIR H1B’S
- THEY NEED THEM TO BUILD A SUPERCOMPUTER TO
COUNTER CHINA – JULY 14, 2016.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld | JUL 14, 2016 1:35 PM PT
Tech Big $$$ Politicos Bash Trump in Letter - Love Hillary Stapled Green Cards They Want their H1B’s - They Need Them to Build a SUPERCOMPUTER to Counter
China
QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS:
“Donald Trump will be "a disaster for innovation," according to some of Silicon
Valley's technology leaders. But the innovation disaster they're warning of is
already ongoing in America.”
“U.S. support for research is declining, and just last month China surpassed the
U.S. in number of supercomputers on the Top500 list. Both countries are now in
a race to build exascale systems (1,000 petaflops), a competition the U.S. is
almost certain to lose based on published roadmaps.”
“The Silicon Valley letter doesn't mention supercomputing, or any of the
problems affecting science in the U.S.”
“Vint Cerf, the vice president and Chief Internet Evangelist for Google, Steve
Wozniak, Apples' co-founder, Padmasree Warrior, a former top technologist at
Cisco who is now the CEO for NextEV, an electric vehicle company, and the
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approximately 150 others who signed the letter, fix a laser-like focus on Trump's
shortcomings -- and nothing else.”
“It may well be, in the minds of Silicon Valley leaders, that Trump, the
presumptive Republican nominee, will double down on the U.S. retreat from
science investment.”
China now has 167 on the Top500 list, a global accounting of the world's most
powerful supercomputers -- at least those publicly known. The U.S. has 165.
China also built the world's fastest supercomputer without U.S. chips.
"That's the first time this has happened," said Alex Larzelere, a senior fellow at
the U.S. Council of Competitiveness, in an interview prior to the release of this
letter. Ten years ago China only had 28 computers on the list, while the
number of computers the U.S. has is declining.”
“The Silicon Valley letter, signed by tech inventors, entrepreneurs, engineers,
researchers and others, doesn't ask lawmakers to take a hard look at the
direction of the U.S. That's because the real focus of the Silicon Valley letter is
on Trump's immigration policies.”
“Trump would put some curbs on employment-based green cards, and
particularly the use of H-1B visas.”
“Trump, "stands against the open exchange of ideas, free movement of
people, and productive engagement with the outside world that is critical to
our economy -- and that provide the foundation for innovation and growth,"
the letter says.”
“The document isn't an endorsement of Hillary Clinton, the presumptive
Democratic nominee, and doesn't even mention her. But Clinton's proposal to
"staple" a green card on the diplomas of foreign students who graduate with
advance degrees from U.S. schools is exactly the kind of policy the tech
industry has lobbied for.”
“Clinton has released a tech agenda that calls for improved research funding,
while Trump has yet to produce his plan. And even if Trump pens a tech policy
to appease Silicon Valley, its condemnation of his immigration plan is total -and immigration is at the heart of his campaign.”
“The Silicon Valley letter accuses Trump of holding "a fundamental belief that
America is weak and in decline." This declinist belief, as it's called, has real roots
apart from the U.S. retreat in science research funding.”
END NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS:
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So the Chinese build a SUPERCOMPUTER. So what? The Chinese are a closed
society and so are their applications. It is how you use your SUPERCOMPUTER’s,
not that you possess the BIGGEST. The article somehow suggests that H-1B visas
and SUPERCOMPUTER are related. Which is rubbish.
This is the same old song and dance from the Tech Elite. More H-1B’s, L-1’s,
stapled green cards. Blah Blah Woof Woof. They do not get it but Trump and
Sessions get it. IT and American workers are fed up losing jobs to imported
foreigner workers and then stuck working at Walfart and Lowes.
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3095915/it-industry/what-silicon-valleydoesnt-say-in-its-trump-attack.html
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HINDU-AMERICAN INDUSTRIALIST IS MEGA TRUMP DONOR
- BETRAYS HIS COUNTY AND PEOPLE - HE DID THE RIGHT
THING - HIS COUNTY AND PEOPLE NEED SOME
REPUBLICAN PUNISHMENT – JULY 17, 2016.

BY JONATHAN SWAN
Hindu-American Industrialist is Mega Trump Donor - Betrays His County and
People - He did the Right Thing - His County and People Need Some
Republican Punishment
I QUOTE THE FIRST PART OF ARTICLE:
“CLEVELAND — A Hindu-American industrialist has emerged as one of Donald
Trump’s biggest financial backers, saying his support for Trump proves the
presumptive GOP presidential nominee is not a racist. “
“A lot of people think that Trump is somewhat of a racist," said Shalabh "Shalli"
Kumar, a Chicago-based businessman and Republican donor. “

“His partnership with the Republican Hindu Coalition will set that aside.”
“India-born Kumar, founder and head of the Republican Hindu Coalition, is
one of only a handful of donors in the country to contribute what Trump
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fundraisers colloquially call the “double max” — the holy grail of campaign
fundraising in the 2016 cycle.”
“Kumar is sending $898,800 to Trump Victory, the joint fundraising arrangement
between the Trump campaign, the Republican National Committee and 11
state parties. The Republican Hindu Coalition, as a non-profit entity, is not
coordinating with the Trump campaign but is generally supportive of Trump.”
“Kumar whose company AVG Advanced Technologies manufactures and
sells electronics products, flew in from India on Saturday morning and went
straight to the Hamptons to meet with Trump at a mansion there.”
“He said he was so impressed by Trump — it was the first time the two had met
— that by Saturday afternoon Kumar had wired $449,400 to Trump Victory. A
matching check from Kumar’s wife will be sent on Wednesday.”
JUST WHEN YOU THINK THINGS COULD NOT GET ANY MORE BIZARRE - THIS
HAPPENS.
http://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/288377-hindu-american-emerges-astrump-mega-donor
DC Money Found a Hindu Sucker - Show me the $$$ then Give me the $$$,
Hindu Fool gets a Capitol Hill napkin as a gift along with a set of Mitch
McConnell Turtle Bookends.

“A new Indian-American lobby on Tuesday convened a powerful group of
Republicans — including Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) — in
a Washington hotel as it pledged to raise millions in campaign cash for GOP
candidates this cycle.
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“The Republican Hindu Coalition (RHC) held its public launch at the Hyatt
Regency on Capitol Hill, gathering McConnell and Sens. Rob Portman (R-Ohio),
Kelly Ayotte (R-N.H.) and Ron Johnson (R-Wis.). “
http://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/260527-republican-hindu-coalitionrolls-out-gop-heavy-hitters-for-launch

TRUMP FACES THE REDDIT ‘ASK ME ANYTHING’ (AMA)
RABBITS, OVER 24,000 COMMENTS - ONLY ONE ON H1B – JULY 28, 2016.

By Lucas Nolan 28 Jul 2016
Trump Faces The Reddit ‘Ask Me Anything’ (AMA) Rabbits, Over 24,000
Comments - Only one on H-1B.
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LONG TIME NO SPEAK BY TRUMP ON H-1B - BREITBART GETS “II Duce” Donaldito
Trumpolini inside the Reddit Hole.
I QUOTE THE H-1B PORTION OF THE REDDIT RAMBLE:
“Donald Trump’s Reddit AMA took place last night and quickly became one
of the most popular Reddit AMAs ever. It received over 24,300 comments,
more than Barack Obama’s AMA three years ago.”
“Trump answered dozens of questions relating to his presidential campaign, his
opinion of Hillary Clinton and his plans for H1- B reform. One of these was from
Breitbart Tech editor Milo Yiannopoulos, who pitched a question to Trump on
the subject of immigration:”
“America has a proud tradition of stealing the most brilliant and talented
people from countries around the world for ourselves. Albert Einstein, Wernher
von Braun, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Melania Trump… the list goes on and on.
In recent years, however, H-1B visa abuse has become rampant.”
“A program meant to bring truly exceptional talent to America has been
twisted by globalist politicians and corporations, allowing low-cost, short term
labor to steal jobs from everyday Americans and take everything they learn
back to their home countries. Will you curb H-1B abuse and make sure visas are
going to people who want to become American, stay American, and make
America great?”
“Donald Trump replied to Yiannopoulos: “I have put forward a detailed plan
for H-1B reform to protect American workers which can viewed on the
immigration paper on my website. My plan is the exact opposite of Crooked
Hillary Clinton.”
END NOTABLE _ THE REST IS SOSDD.
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/07/28/donald-trump-reddit-ama/.
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TECH DUMB - WHO IS DUMBER AND WHO IS DUMBEST?
TRUMP OR HILLARY - THE ANSWER IS ______? – JULY 30,
2016.

Donald Trump has boasted that he hardly ever sends emails — and, like
Clinton, he often relies on staff to print news articles off the Internet. | Getty
By NANCY SCOLA 07/30/2016 07:40 AM EDT
Tech Dumb - Who is Dumber and who is Dumbest? Trump or Hillary - the Answer
is ______?
We have two candidates that are NOT technical users - and they are making
HUGE decisions.
“I’m just not a believer in email,” says Trump. He shouts the tweets to the
“young ladies” on his office staff. “I’ll just shout it out, and they’ll do it," he said,
they enter into Twitter.
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Take it Away Political:
“Whether Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump wins the White House, one thing
seems sure: The U.S. will get a president with scant first-hand understanding of
modern technology.”
“Clinton's tech travails are all over the headlines, including the lax security of
her home-brewed email server and her documented struggles with fax
machines — and the recently disclosed hacking of the Democratic National
Committee's emails won't do much to burnish her party's image of cyber
competence.”
“But Trump's hardly a candidate for the Geek Squad either, despite the prolific
round-the-clock tweeting strategy he uses to dominate the headlines. He has
boasted that he hardly ever sends emails — and, like Clinton, he often relies on
staff to print news articles off the internet.”
“I’m just not a believer in email,” Trump said during a news conference
Wednesday where he criticized Clinton's use of a private server when she was
secretary of State.”
“The tech-aloofness of the two nominees marks a sharp break from President
Barack Obama, who fought to keep a mobile phone when he entered the
White House, spends downtime surfing his iPad and wrote about his awe at the
power of the internet in his 2006 book “The Audacity of Hope.” That raises the
prospect that the next occupant of the Oval Office — charged with making
decisions on issues like encryption, the fight against a social-media savvy
Islamic State, and the growing automation of the American economy — will
be less familiar with consumer technologies than the average citizens who use
them.”
“These are two candidates who don't have their hands on the technology,
and that’s unfortunate, because without that it’s difficult to understand this
stuff on a deeper, more visceral level,” said Peter Leyden, a futurist and former
managing editor of Wired who was an early Obama backer in Silicon Valley.”
Leyden gave the overall tech edge to Clinton, saying she has at least shown
an understanding of her limitations and an eagerness to tap others’ expertise,
while Trump has few friends in the technology industry.
Still, "both of these people are wildly unrepresentative of the population as a
whole,” said Aaron Smith, associate director of research at Pew Research
Center, which studies trends in American life.
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“They're much more like a Fortune 500 CEO than your parents or my parents,”
Smith said of Trump and Clinton. “They have the luxury of a cadre of people
around them who are able to do a lot of the things that people typically have
to do for themselves.”
“While heading the State Department, Clinton repeatedly asked her righthand aide Huma Abedin for assistance working a secure fax machine,
according to records released by the agency. Clinton also balked at agency
guidance that she uses a government-issued personal computer in her Foggy
Bottom office, with aide Cheryl Mills explaining that the secretary was “not
adept” at using a desktop computer to check messages, according to one
official’s later deposition.”
“Clinton, now 68, also emailed a department staffer to ask what time the CBS
drama “The Good Wife” aired and later to request a paper copy of a website
news item.”
“Pls print for me and deliver to me,” Clinton wrote in the winter of 2013,
attaching a web address.”
“This links to the front page of the Washington Post,” the employee responded.
“Is there a particular article that you are looking for?”
“Trump, 70, has meanwhile acknowledged that he gets staff help with Twitter,
at least during working hours, telling CNN in April that he transcribes his tweets
via the “young ladies” on his office staff. “I’ll just shout it out, and they’ll do it,"
he said. (“After 7 o'clock or so, I will always do it by myself,” he said.) News
reports say aides bring in a laptop when he wants to watch a digital video,
and they either clip or print out news articles so he can mark them up with a
thick pen before sending them back to reporters.”
“Tech experts have questioned Trump's grasp of the internet's basic
functioning, pointing to pronouncements such as his suggestion that industry
leaders like Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates "close up" parts of the internet used
by the Islamic State.”
“We're on the verge of a fundamentally different economy that’s being
absolutely transformed by the next wave of technology,” Leyden said. “It will
have huge ramifications on society. And someone running the goddamn
country has to know that."
END POLITICO TAKE:
I quote George Orwell “Every generation imagines itself to be more intelligent
than the one that went before it, and wiser than the one that comes after it.”
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The Trump-Hillary generational wisdom neither has the capacity and the
intelligence as what has happened before and what comes after.
THIS IS NO DREAM! THIS IS REALLY HAPPENING!
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/07/luddite-president-clinton-trumptechnology-226454

SAITJ Comment:
The timing of the onset of the online era is likely a factor. When Americans were
first taking to the internet in the mid-1990s, Clinton and Trump were each living
in their own unusual bubbles.
At the moment Hotmail launched as one of the first popular web-based email
services in 1996, Hillary Clinton was already first lady of the United States,
ensconced in the White House. Trump was running his New York City-based real
estate empire. (Obama, for his part, was a thirty something Illinois state
senator.)
While in office, Clinton expressed excitement over getting an Apple iPad tablet
(or “hPad,” as one aide called it) but did not appear to take to it quickly.
“Do I need to charge it?” she wrote the aide a full month later. “If so, how? I
have no cords.”
But she also appears to have some self-knowledge about her tech limitations.
During the drafting of a 2010 speech on "internet freedom,” she told staff it
made her “sound like a techie.” That was a good thing, she wrote, but “a
stretch.”
American presidents and presidential candidates have a rich history of
seeming confounded by new technology. In 1992, news reports portrayed
President George H.W. Bush as expressing wonder and bafflement at a grocery
store scanner, though others on the scene countered that Bush was merely
being polite.
In 2008, Arizona Sen. John McCain, then the Republican presidential nominee,
admitted that he wasn’t comfortable using a computer and that he stayed
away from email. His team tried downplaying that comment. “You don’t
necessarily have to use a computer to understand how it shapes the country,”
argued one of his campaign aides at a conference that summer.
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But his opponent, Obama, pounced with an ad mocking the 72-year-old
McCain. The Republican’s inability to use a computer and his disdain for email,
it said, meant he’d be “just another out-of-touch president."
Even without going that far, tech experts like Leyden say it's important that the
next president have an intimate knowledge of the technologies that his or her
decisions will shape, and the role they play in the most consequential
challenges facing the U.S.
What is the term Luddite All About?
“A Luddite is a person who dislikes technology, especially technological
devices that threaten existing jobs or interfere with personal privacy.”
“A Luddite is someone who is incompetent when using new technology.”
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Luddite
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TRUMP GETS FU HOME PAGE BY VALLEY HATE GROUPS TWITTER, DROPBOX, MARK Z R BEHIND THE HORRIBLE
HATRED TO THE DONALD! – AUGUST 24, 2016.

By Levi Sumagaysay - August 24, 2016 at 12:26 PM AMERICAN IT WORKER:
Trump Gets FU Home Page by Valley Hate Groups - Twitter, Dropbox, Mark Z R
Behind the Horrible Hatred To The Donald!
What has Donald Done to Deserve This? He just wants to keep IT jobs in the USA
and H-1B and L-1 Slave Labor Camps off the Vineyard Plantations.
I QUOTE SOME OF THE SILICON BEAT:
“In further proof of Silicon Valley’s hate affair with Donald Trump, venture
capital firm Charles River Ventures has just redesigned its website to read “F*ck
Trump” on its home page.”
“Tell us how you really feel.
“Donald Trump’s anti-immigration statements are diametrically opposed to the
core values of entrepreneurship. And at CRV, we’ve had enough,” the VC firm
says in the post. “The CRV partnership — united and unanimous — rejects
Donald Trump’s candidacy for President of the United States.”
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“Not only that, the firm — whose roots are in Cambridge, Massachusetts —
says it will start covering the costs for U.S. visas for founders of companies it
funds.”
“We’ve also created a CRV Fellowship Program to provide funding, support
and office space for immigrant entrepreneurs,” the firm says in the post. “If you
feel you fit the bill, come share your stories and your ideas. If you are for
building walls and stopping change, stay away. Bigots need not apply.”
“A spokeswoman confirmed to SiliconBeat that the firm meant to use the
colorful language on its website and its Medium post, and that the firm hasn’t
been hacked.”
“CRV, a 46-year-old firm that has invested in Twitter, Dropbox, Zendesk and
more, says its “9 partners come from 7 countries and speak 8 different
languages, hailing from Greece, India, Iran, Israel, Turkey, Venezuela as well as
the United States.” It says it has backed more than 400 companies and “our
companies have created tens of thousands of jobs in the United States alone.”
“Most of the tech industry has made its opposition to Trump clear. He has
raised barely any money from Silicon Valley donors. In July, an open letter
posted on Medium and signed by 150 tech CEOs, investors and academics
called him a “disaster for innovation.” The Mark Zuckerberg-backed
immigration-reform group FWD.us has long spoken out against Trump’s
immigration policies, which includes a call to increase wages for H-1B visa
holders.”
“The only prominent Trump backer from the tech industry is billionaire
entrepreneur and investor Peter Thiel, a Trump delegate who spoke at the
Republican National Convention in July.”
I END QUOTE THE SILICON BEAT:
JESUS TAUGHT ME THIS. ONE DOES NOT STOP HATE BY BEING HATEFUL TO THE ONE
WHO HATES: 'You shall love your neighbor as yourself.' There is no other
commandment greater than these." (Mark 12:28-31). Valley Execs set a poor
example for our children.
http://www.siliconbeat.com/2016/08/24/vc-firm-crv-speaks-donald-trump-fword/
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IVANKA TRUMP IS USING H-1B’S FOR HER FINE JEWELRY
BUSINESS - SAY IT AIN’T SO - I LOVED IVANKA! SHE IS SO
GENTLE AND POLISHED - HEY LIFE IS FULL OF
DISAPPOINTMENTS. HERE IS ANOTHER ONE – AUGUST 31,
2016.

By Ben Walsh 08/31/2016 11:38 am ET
Ivanka Trump is Using H-1B’s For Her Fine Jewelry Business - Say it Ain’t So - I
Loved Ivanka! She is so Gentle and Polished - Hey Life is Full of
Disappointments. Here is Another One.
I ONLY QUOTE THE IVANKA PART:
“Donald Trump has based his campaign on strident anti-immigration
antagonism, promising to bring millions of jobs back to America, build a “great
wall” to protect the southern border and save Americans from dangerous
criminals here to take their jobs.”
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“His daughter and senior adviser, Ivanka Trump, has offered a gentler, more
polished version of his message, in an attempt to make the candidate sound
less xenophobic.”
“But like her father’s clothing line, Ivanka-branded products are made
overseas using cheap labor. And like her father’s businesses, which use the
same guest worker programs he says keep wages down, federal immigration
records show that Ivanka Trump’s jewelry enterprise has applied for guest
worker visas to hire foreigners.”

“Between 2008 and 2013, Ivanka Trump Fine Jewelry applied for five H-1B
visas ― which allow companies in the U.S. to temporarily employ foreign
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workers in certain jobs ― to hire public relations, marketing and operations staff
at salaries from $41,370 to $45,000. In a March Republican Party presidential
primary debate, Donald Trump said that he used H-1B visas in his businesses,
but that the practice was bad for American workers and “we should end it.”
“Ivanka Trump’s jewelry business also applied for a green card for a public
relations analyst in April 2015. Federal records list the salary as $54,642 and the
employee’s place of birth as Mexico. Enigma, a data intelligence company,
flagged the visa applications for HuffPost.”
“While Ivanka Trump’s use of the H-1B program appears to meet this
requirement, it is at odds with her father’s complaints about the decline of
good-paying American jobs and his harsh rhetoric against immigrants. Trump’s
immigration policy says that “immigration reform” is often code for “cheap
labor,” and notes that H-1B visas undercut American wages.”
“Ivanka Trump Fine Jewelry did not respond to requests for comment.”
The Huff Post Finally Gets It on the H-1B Issue. What about those Disney and
EmblemHealth IT workers?”
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/ivanka-trump-foreignworkers_us_57c6e354e4b078581f1048ac?section=
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TRUMP TECH DUMB @ DEBATE - ASSUMES 400 POUND
PEOPLE HACKED DNC - HIS 10 YEAR OLD SON IS EXPERT
ON COMPUTERS. DR. STRANGELOVE FALLS OUT OF HIS
WHEELCHAIR! – SEPTEMBER 27, 2016.

By Jacob Brogan
SEPT. 27 2016 12:00 PM
Trump Tech Dumb @ Debate - Assumes 400 Pound People Hacked DNC - His 10
Year Old Son is Expert on Computers. Dr. Strangelove Falls Out of His
Wheelchair!
Notable Trump Tech Quote Number 1: “As far as the cyber, I agree to parts of
what Secretary Clinton said. We should be better than anybody else, and
perhaps we’re not. I don’t think anybody knows it was Russia that broke into
the DNC. She’s saying Russia, Russia, Russia, but I don’t—maybe it was. I mean,
it could be Russia, but it could also be China. It could also be lots of other
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people. It also could be somebody sitting on their bed that weighs 400 pounds,
OK?”

Notable Trump Tech Quote Number 2: “So we have to get very, very tough on
cyber and cyberwarfare. It is—it is a huge problem. I have a son. He’s 10 years
old. He has computers. He is so good with these computers, it’s unbelievable.
The security aspect of cyber is very, very tough. And maybe it’s hardly doable.”
I QUOTE OPENING PARAS:
“Midway through Monday night’s presidential debate, moderator Lester Holt
introduced the topic of cybersecurity into the conversation, asking the
candidates to discuss who was behind recent hacks—and how the U.S. should
respond. The question could have been a tricky one for Hillary Clinton, who’s
come under fire for her use of a private email server. Instead, it became a
minefield for Donald Trump—who may have never used a computer. Indeed, it
revealed he knows so little about cybersecurity that the only expert he can
apparently name is his 10-year-old son.”
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“In responding to Holt’s question, Clinton spoke in broad but coherent terms,
discussing the danger of state-sponsored cyberattacks and scolding Trump for
“invit[ing] Putin to hack into Americans.” She likewise offered an ambiguous,
threatening remark about the status of American cyberweapons, observing,
“And we’re going to have to make it clear that we don’t want to use the kinds
of tools that we have.” This isn’t exactly technical stuff, but it still suggests that
she understands the terrain—or, at least, the stakes of the conversation—which
can’t be said for her opponent.”
“The most obvious sign of Trump’s ignorance on cybersecurity issues—as well
as computing more generally—may be his comical insistence on using “cyber”
as a noun, a rhetorical hiccup that Clinton avoided in her own remarks. But
where speaking of “the cyber” may have just been a gaffe, Trump’s remarks
on the topic are full of bizarre indications that he has no idea what he’s talking
about.”
END QUOTES - READ IF YOU ARE NOT AFRAID
Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin - “HOW I LEARNED TO STOP WORRYING AND LOVE
THE DONALD”
http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2016/09/27/trump_knows_terrifyingly
_little_about_computers.html?
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INQUIRING MINDS ASK AND PONDER - WHAT THE TRUMP IS
THIS ALL ABOUT? – SEPTEMBER 28, 2016.

Inquiring Minds Ask and Ponder - What the Trump is This All About?
Notable Article Quote: "We are on the cusp of history. It is a movement that I
am witnessing this presidential election. I am confident that Trump would be
the next president of the United States," Shalabh Kumar+, founder of the
Republican Hindu Coalition said.”
"Under Trump administration, India-US relationship would reach a new height,"
he said.
Puneet Ahluwalia is a member of Virginia's Asian-American and Pacific Islander
(AAPI) Advisory Council, while K V Kumar has earlier worked with the World
Bank.”
THE TIMES OF INDIA DOES SOME TRUMP LOVE:
“WASHINGTON: With little over a month to go before the general elections,
Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump has appointed IndianAmericans into his Asian Pacific American Advisory Committee.”
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“The committee consists of over 30 members including Indian-Americans -Puneet Ahluwalia from Virginia, K V Kumar from California and Shalabh Kumar
from Illinois, the Trump Campaign announced on Sunday.”

"Trump's Asian American and Pacific Islander Advisory Committee is a great
addition to the vibrancy of his campaign," Ron Falconi, Mayor of Brunswick,
Ohio said.”
Inquiring Minds Ask and Ponder - What the Trump is This All About?
I AM SO ABSOLUTELY INCREDIBLY EXTRAORDINARILY CONFUSED.

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/nri/us-canada-news/Indian-Americans-inTrumps-advisory-committee/articleshow/54529039.cms
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TRUMP HINDU RED DOT LOVE FEST IN NJ PRODUCES SOME

HUMOROUS MOMENTS – OCTOBER 16, 2016.

Trump Hindu Red Dot Love Fest in NJ Produces Some Humorous Moments
Notable Moment: “This yoni (vagina) grabs back #Nevertrump”.
“The evening had the air of a carnival, with groups of Indian Americans
arriving with friends and family, some dressed in festive sequined Indian attire,
greeting friends at the door, chatting about the performances they were most
excited to see. Loud Bollywood music pumped out of speakers as the crowd
began to settle down into plastic chairs, between placards that read, “Trump
Great for India,” “Trump for faster green cards,” and “Trump Against Terror.”
“But as cars full of Indian Americans and Trump supporters streamed into the
New Jersey convention center’s parking lot, a group of young people stood at
the side of the street chanting “Donald Trump has got to go, hey hey, ho ho.”
They held up signs that read “South Asian Dump Trump”, “Hindus believe
#weareone” and “This yoni (vagina) grabs back #Nevertrump”.
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INDIANS DO A CORNBALL BOLLYWOOD TERRORIST SKIT WHILE PLAYING “BORN IN
THE USA” WITH AMERICAN FLAGS

“The show opened with terror-themed skit. Two couples began a slow waltz,
with the US flag as a backdrop. The background switched abruptly to flames
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as bearded men, their faces covered, wearing robes and carrying comically
large guns, attacked, as evil laughter erupted from the speakers. As the
dancers sat cowering in the middle of the stage, six men dressed as police
officers stormed the stage and mock-killed the two men playing terrorists. Then
all ten stood up and placed their right hands on their hearts as the starspangled banner played, and the crowd put away their snacks to stand for the
national anthem. After a somber moment, the music switched suddenly to
“Born in the USA” as performers danced energetically with American flags.”
“As “God Bless the USA” blared through the speakers, and the crowd stood up
on their chairs to take pictures and videos, Donald Trump walked on stage. He
lit a ceremonial candle along with Kumar. “I am a big fan of Hindu and I am a
big fan of India,” he said, smiling, as the crowd roared with approval.”

“Trump praised the Indian prime minister Narendra Modi as a “great man,”
and promised a strong US-India relationship during his presidency: “Indian and
Hindu community will have a true friend in the White House, that I can
guarantee.”
AT SOME POINT THE HUMOR ENDS AND THE PATHETIC BEGINS.
http://qz.com/810322/republican-hindu-coalition-at-an-evening-of-bollywoodand-dancing-trump-tells-india-we-are-going-to-be-best-friends/
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Hindu SEALS Dance to Born in the USA at Trump New Jersey Lovefest!

At the Republican Hindu Coalition Trump event, a fake Michael Jackson was
followed by dancers attacked by jihadists and rescued by Navy Seals. Seeing is
Believing:
https://youtu.be/Nn3ZSev3QBM
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TRUMP HAD THE H-1B ISSUE IN HIS LITTLE HANDS
THROUGHOUT THE DEBATES AND CAMPAIGN. HE DROPPED
HIS RATTLE AND LOST THE OPPORTUNITY TO HELP IT
WORKERS AND EXPOSE HILLARY – OCTOBER 20, 2016.

Trump Had the H-1B Issue in his Little Hands Throughout the Debates and
Campaign.
He Dropped his Rattle and Lost the Opportunity to Help IT Workers and Expose
Hillary.
I QUOTE et al.
“In three presidential debates, including the final one Wednesday night, the
two candidates did not talk about the H-1B visa program. This was the last
opportunity for Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton to compare and contrast
what may be tech's most controversial issue.”
“The portion of the debate set aside Wednesday night for immigration quickly
shifted to a discussion about hacked emails and Kremlin meddling. Fox New
anchor Chris Wallace may be criticized for allowing this portion of the debate
to run off the rails, but the person who deserves the most blame is Trump, the
Republican nominee.”
“Trump had everything to gain by raising the temporary visa issue and its use in
offshore outsourcing. The tech industry has thrown its financial support behind
Clinton, the Democratic nominee.”
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“It's so bad for Trump in Silicon Valley that Meg Whitman, the Hewlett-Packard
Enterprise CEO and one-time Republican candidate for governor in California,
announced her support for Clinton. For sure, Trump is getting the backing of
Peter Thiel, the venture capitalist and PayPal co-founder, but in this election,
Thiel is an outlier among his Silicon Valley peers.”
“In contrast, Clinton has not addressed the visa's use in the offshoring, or
whether the H-1B program needs reform. Trump lost an opportunity to
challenge Clinton here and discuss her prior support of the visa.”
“Trump delivered some of his bluntest remarks in this campaign about the H-1B
visa program in an Oct. 13 speech in Columbus, Ohio. It was dubbed his
"millennial policy" speech.”
“Trump called the outsourcing of jobs overseas for "college educated kids" a
"tremendous threat."
"At the same time companies are importing low wage workers on H-1B visas to
take jobs from young college-trained Americans," said Trump, at this Ohio rally.
"You've been seeing that and you've been hearing that. We will protect these
jobs for all Americans, believe me."
“Clinton has called it "heartbreaking" when IT workers are put in the position of
training foreign replacements, but she has not said whether she believes the
visa program needs reform.”
“Clinton backs comprehensive immigration reform and her strategy will be
familiar. The tech industry wants the H-1B cap raised, but congressional
supporters of comprehensive immigration reform will not seek substantive
changes to the visa independent of a comprehensive immigration reform bill.
They don't want tech support for broad immigration reform to peel away.”
“Unlike Clinton, Trump, as president, would likely be receptive to a separate H1B reform bill. Trump's main ally in Congress on this issue is Sen. Jeff Sessions (RAla.), a leading H-1B critic and the first senator to support Trump.”
“But the H-1B fight doesn't fall on party lines and almost any reform bill is likely
to be a product that's unsatisfying to all sides, including a sprinkling of
loopholes that even Trump will likely have to accept.”
“The real reason why the H-1B visa wasn't raised in this presidential debate, or
any of the presidential debates over the last dozen years or so, may be that it's
just a niche issue. Both Clinton and Trump may have decided there's no point
in discussing this issue on a national stage.”
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“Within the tech sector and among affected IT workers, passions about the visa
run high, but outside this sector, most of the country is probably only vaguely
aware of it.”
END QUOTE.
I came, I saw, I flopped. Julius Trump
TRUMP HAD HIS CHANCE TO GRAB AN EMOTIONAL ISSUE THAT ALL AMERICANS
COULD IDENTIFY WITH; LOSING A MIDDLE-CLASS PAYING JOB TO A FOREIGN
GUEST WORKER AND THEN TRAINING THAT WORKER OR ELSE NO SEVERANCE AND
THEN FACING A JOBLESS LIFE OF HELL.
TRUMP REFUSED TO FOCUS AND BRING THAT ISSUE TO THE FOR FRONT ON A
CONSISTENT FASHION. H-1B AND L-1 ARTICLES WERE ALL OVER BREITBART NEWS.
PEOPLE WENT BANANAS WITH COMMENTS.
I SUPPORTED TRUMP AND I GOT WAS A SHITTY HAT AND A MADE IN CHINA TSHIRT.

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3132962/it-outsourcing/in-threedebates-h-1b-visa-untouched-by-clinton-and-trump.html
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DONALD TRUMP'S DAUGHTER-IN-LAW CELEBRATES DIWALI
AT HINDU TEMPLE ON NORTHERN VIRGINIA - IVANKA
COULD NOT MAKE IT, SHE HAD TO WORK ON HER NEW
INDIAN DESIGNER CLOTHES LINE – OCTOBER 26, 2016.

Press Trust of India | Updated: October 26, 2016 14:23 IST
Donald Trump's Daughter-In-Law Celebrates Diwali At Hindu Temple on
Northern Virginia - Ivanka Could Not Make It, She had to Work on Her New
Indian Designer Clothes Line
I QUOTE ENTIRE INDIAN MEDIA REPORT
“ASHBURN, UNITED STATES: Donald Trump's daughter-in-law celebrated Diwali
at a Hindu temple in the key swing state of Virginia as a part of the Republican
presidential nominee's efforts to reach out to the Indian-American community.”
“Lara Trump, wife of Eric Trump, the second son of Trump, 70, said the
relationship between India and the US is destined for a new height if her fatherin-law is elected the next president of the US after the November 8 general
elections.”
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“Lara said Donald Trump has great love and affection for India and its
people.”
“As a mark of respect to the Indian culture, she removed her shoes before
entering the Rajdhani temple in Virginia.”
"I really like Hindu culture and I respect It," she said.”
“Welcoming the Trump family member to the premises of the temple, IndianAmerican community activist Rajesh Gooty said her presence has brought in
Diwali early in the Fairfax and Loudoun County of the state.”
"It has energized the local Indian-American Community immensely. We will
continue to assist and participate with renewed energy in participating with
Interfaith, Diversity events," said Gooty, who was instrumental in inviting Lara to
the Hindu Temple to celebrate Diwali.”
“Initially, Trump's daughter Ivanka Trump was scheduled to come to the
temple but the Trump campaign asked her to go to a different place given the
fast-changing dynamics of the polls.”
“Inaugurated in 2000, the temple is the oldest one in Loudon county which has
experienced the fastest growth of Indian-American community in the last one
decade.”
“This is for the first time that a family member of one of the two top presidential
candidates is visiting a Hindu temple.”
LET’S CUT THRU THE BS - THE TRUMP FAMILY DOES NOT KNOW SHIT ABOUT HINDU
CULTURE, THEY KNOW $$$ AND HOW TO FUCK OVER PEOPLE. THIS IS ODD, I LIVE
HERE - NEVER SAW THIS NEWS IN THE WASHINGTON POST?
http://www.ndtv.com/world-news/donald-trumps-daughter-in-law-celebratesdiwali-at-hindu-temple-1479251
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DONALD SPEAKS HINDI, “AB KI BAAR TRUMP SARKAAR”TRANSLATION “WE LOVE THE HINDU’S, WE LOVE
INDIA!” DONALD EXCLAIMS “THE HINDUS AND INDIAN
WILL HAVE A TRUE FRIEND IN THE WHITE HOUSE” – OCTOBER
28, 2016.

Mint
Published on Oct 28, 2016
Donald Speaks Hindi, “Ab Ki Baar Trump Sarkaar”- TRANSLATION “We Love The
Hindu’s, We Love India!” Donald Exclaims “The Hindus and Indian will have a
true friend in the White House”
Golly Donald, Gee Whiz, I though American IT workers would have a true friend
in the White House? Jeff Sessions, have you and Donald talked lately?
Per the Huff Post:
“The ad opened with a greeting for Diwali ― the Hindu festival of lights, which
starts this weekend ― yet also included an image of the 2008 Mumbai terror
attack. Trump then vowed to defeat “radical Islamic terrorism” and even
attempted a few words in Hindi.
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“Ab ki baar Trump sarkaar,” he said in the clip, which appeared to have a
jump cut toward the end of the phrase. The Washington Post noted that the
phrase was similar to the one used by Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
during his campaign: “ab ki baar Modi sarkaar,” which means “this time, a
Modi government.”

“Shalli Kumar, chairman of Trump’s Indian-American Advisory Council, told
BuzzFeed News that the ad was airing on Indian-American channels 20 times a
day.”
“We wanted to reach out to Hindu-Americans to let everybody know that he
loves Hindus,” Kumar said. “He loves India and he is looking forward to getting
that message out that he identifies with Hindus.”
What a CON Job, the Donald has done on the IT Community; A Sucker is Born
Every Nano Second in Trump Land.
https://youtu.be/_dBT5x19OV0
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THE TRUMPS ON H-1B VISA FOR MELANIA - “DO AS I SAY
NOT AS I DO”, SHE GETS TO MODEL ILLEGALLY FOR $$$ NO WALL ROLE MODEL WALL FOR MELANIA – NOVEMBER
5, 2016.

By Rosalind S. Helderman and Mary Jordan
November 5, 2016
The Trumps on H-1B Visa for Melania - “Do As I Say Not as I Do”, She Gets to
Model Illegally for $$$ - No Wall Role Model Wall for Melania
“Melania Trump was paid more than $20,000 for modeling jobs in the United
States before she had legal permission to work in the country, The Associated
Press reported Friday.”
“Modeling agency accounting documents obtained by the AP show that
between Sept. 10 and Oct. 15, 1996, Trump, née Knaus, was paid for 10
modeling jobs totaling $20,056 before she obtained her H-1B work visa. She
arrived in the U.S. in late August of that year.
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A New York immigration lawyer who has reviewed Trump’s immigration
documents, looked at some of the documents obtained by the AP at the news
organization's request.”
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“These documents, which have not been verified, do not reflect our records
including corresponding passport stamps,” Michael J. Wildes said in a
statement to the AP.”
http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/304466-report-melaniatrump-worked-in-us-before-getting-proper-visa
“The finding contradicts repeated statements from both Melania and Donald
Trump, who have insisted that she scrupulously followed U.S. immigration law
when she came to the United States as a striving model.”
“It also creates a potential political embarrassment for the Republican
nominee, who has based much of his campaign on a vow to crack down on
illegal immigration — including deporting people who have violated the terms
of their immigration status.”
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/report-melania-trump-worked-in-uswithout-proper-permit/2016/11/05/3ddc5a8a-a302-11e6-a44dcc2898cfab06_story.html?

Is the Hindi Ad a Spoof? No, it’s Real!
“The BBC spoke to several people on the streets of Delhi to see what they
thought about the ad, and most weren’t impressed.”
“I thought the U.S. was a developed country, but after seeing this man come
this far, I am having serious doubts,” Kriti Kakkar was quoted as saying.”
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/donald-trump-hindiad_us_5812a180e4b064e1b4b18a70
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TRUMP STUNNER - H-1B AND JOB LOSS AND IT WORKERS
TRAINING FOREIGN REPLACEMENT WAS A MICROCOSM
FOR EVENTS THAT UNFOLDED – NOVEMBER 9, 2016.

Election Day November 2016
Trump Stunner - H-1B and Job Loss and IT Workers Training Foreign
Replacement was a Microcosm for Events that Unfolded.
Voters were mad as hell and were not taking it any more. That includes IT jobs
being decimated, it means factories ripped from the ground and shipped to
China or Mexico, it means that the total disregard of the US population as a
whole by Wall Street the elites of Washington is over.
I QUOTE NOTABLE PATRICK
“President-elect Donald Trump realized early in his campaign that U.S. IT
workers were angry over training foreign visa-holding replacements. He knew
this anger was volcanic.”
“Trump is the first major U.S. presidential candidate in this race -- or any
previous presidential race -- to focus on the use of the H-1B visa to displace IT
workers. He asked former Disney IT employees, upset over having to train
foreign replacements, to speak at his rallies.”
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"The fact is that Americans are losing their jobs to foreigners," said Dena Moore,
a former Disney IT worker at a Trump rally in Alabama in February. "I believe Mr.
Trump is for Americans first."
“Disney IT employee, is flanked by U.S. Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.), left, and
presidential candidate Donald Trump at a Trump rally where Perrero spoke of
his experience of being laid off last year after training his visa-holding
replacement.”
“Trump teamed up with Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.) to draft an H-1B platform
that makes the visa more expensive to use and protects U.S. workers from
displacement. Sessions, who heads the Senate Immigration Subcommittee,
was the first senator to endorse Trump.”
“A President Trump will have powers independent of Congress to change visa
programs. The Optional Practical Training (OPT) extension, for instance, was
created by executive order under the President George W. Bush administration
and expanded by President Barack Obama.”
“The OPT program allows STEM students on an F-1 visa to work in the U.S. for up
to three years without an H-1B visa. Critics have called it a backdoor H-1B visa,
and it could be changed by the president's signature.”
“Curbing the H-1B visa doesn't eliminate offshore outsourcing. Visa restrictions
may complicate the ability of the IT services industry to work in the U.S., but
they may have little impact on offshore outsourcing. Business models will adjust.
The bigger problem facing Trump is making it more attractive for firms to keep
the jobs in the U.S.”
“In dealing with Congress on the H-1B issue, Sessions will play a key role.”
“Sessions has drawn repeated attention to the use of H-1B workers to replace
U.S. IT workers, and made it a mission to give "voice" to displaced workers. His
committee reached out to affected workers at Southern California Edison and
other companies and heard testimony from one displaced former IT employee
at Disney.”
“Democratic challenger Hillary Clinton never once mentioned the H-1B issue in
this campaign, but she saw the problem.”
“Clinton, in an interview with Vox, said that "everybody with six degrees of
separation either knows or thinks they know someone who knows somebody
who lost a job to an undocumented worker or to a worker brought over on a
visa to do their job. There's just a lot of churn that suggests this is a real
problem."
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“What Clinton described is the definition of viral, and she was right. For nearly
25 years, IT workers have been complaining of training their foreign
replacements and the anger had indeed gone viral. Trump used that, Clinton
did not.”
WILL TRUMP AND SESSIONS DELIVER? - FOR IT WORKERS IT IS A MATTER OF TO BE
OR NOT TO BE - THAT IS THE ANSWER.
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3140166/it-outsourcing/trump-tappedthe-viral-anger-over-h-1b-use.html

Trump Called Out IBM as the Perfect Example of WTF is Fucked Up:
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3139394/it-careers/at-campaignsend-trump-takes-a-swipe-at-ibm.html

Tech Crunch - The Fake Silicon Valley Trade Journal - Pro H-1B Now Plays the
Crybaby Role for the Valley 1% Crowd.

I just quote the Tech Crunch propaganda for Immigration. They play the Statue
of Liberty angle and try to depict H-1B Indians as “highly skilled workers rather
than huddled masses yearning to be free.”
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“Beyond tariffs making tech products more expensive (and hypothetically
forcing companies to return their manufacturing to the U.S), a President Trump
is likely to have a significant impact on the issue of immigration.”
“Silicon Valley has made a huge push to support and expand the H-1B visa
program, which enables talented workers from overseas to remain in the U.S.
and give them a path to a green card while filling the Valley’s demand for
highly skilled jobs. And Trump said he would eviscerate that program.”
“For the Valley, the H-1B program is a high-tech iteration of the message
inscribed on the Statue of Liberty — except they’re highly educated, highly
skilled workers rather than huddled masses yearning to be free.”
“For the tech industry, [they] should be concerned about the visa programs
that are in place to let companies import what are considered necessary
workers,” says Autry.”
TECH CRUNCH IS PATHETIC - INDIANS ARE THE HUDDLED MASSES - IS THAT ALL
YOU GOT?
https://techcrunch.com/2016/11/09/what-does-a-president-elect-trump-mean-forsilicon-valley-nothing-very-good/
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THE VALLEY VENTURE CAPITALIST PIGS ATTEND A FUNERAL
AFTER GETTING OFF A TRAIN WRECK – NOVEMBER 9,
2016.

By Arjun Kharpal
Published 12:04 PM ET Wed, 9 Nov 2016 Updated 12:11 PM ET Wed, 9 Nov 2016
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The Valley Venture Capitalist Pigs Attend a Funeral After Getting Off a Train
Wreck.
“While Donald Trump celebrates his victory in the presidential race, over 4,000
miles away in Portugal's capital Lisbon, the tech industry's A-list gather at the
Web Summit, digesting the outcome of his shock win.”
“On Wednesday, the mood was somber, a far cry from the energy that raced
through the conference on the previous day.”
"It's like a funeral," one attendee told CNBC, who wished to remain anonymous
because they didn't want to give a political view.
“It was a shock result, particularly for the tech community who overwhelmingly
backed Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton. A poll carried out by Web
Summit of 224 venture capitalists found that 94 percent would vote for Clinton
while 89 percent thought that she would win.”
"It's a sh-t show, it's a train wreck," a venture capitalist, who also wished not to
be named because they didn't want to be seen giving a political opinion, told
CNBC.”
http://www.cnbc.com/2016/11/09/donald-trump-president-election-vcventure-capital-technology-startup-mixed-reaction.html
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TRUMP TO SQUEEZE H-1B’S AND OPT’S IN FIRST 100 DAYS
- ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS - AFTER DECADES
IN THE WILDERNESS WILL IT WORKERS EMERGE INTO A FORK
IN THE ROAD IN A TIPPING TURNING POINT? – NOVEMBER
21, 2016.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld | NOV 21, 2016 6:23 PM PT:
Trump to Squeeze H-1B’s and OPT’s in First 100 Days - Actions Speak Louder
than Words - After Decades in the Wilderness will IT Workers Emerge into a Fork
in the Road in a Tipping Turning Point?
I QUOTE PATRICK:
“President-elect Donald Trump on Monday sent out the strongest signal yet
that the H-1B visa program is going get real scrutiny once he takes office.”
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“Trump listed five executive actions he plans to take on his first day in office. It
includes asking the Department of Labor to investigate "all abuses of the visa
programs that undercut the American worker."
“Trump did not get into details and didn't specifically mention the H-1B visa,
but his intent is clear. During the campaign, he was critical of the H-1B visa
program and invited displaced IT workers from Disney to speak at his rallies. He
said the visa is being used to undercut workers.”
"Companies are importing low-wage workers on H-1B visas to take jobs from
young college-trained Americans," said Trump at a rally last month in Ohio
directed at millennial-age voters. He called the outsourcing of jobs a
tremendous threat.”
“Trump detailed his executive plan in a video posted on his Facebook page.
He said he asked his transition team for executive actions he can take on day
one "to restore our jobs and bring back our jobs -- it's about time."
“The Labor Department has been asked before to investigate the visa
program to no success. In 2015, 10 Senators, including Trump's attorney general
pick, Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.), asked the department to look at the layoffs of IT
workers at Southern California Edison, but the department said it couldn't
because it lacked a formal complaint.”
“Edison workers subsequently did file complaints with the department; it
investigated "though half-heartedly," and found no wrongdoing, said Ron Hira,
an associate professor of public policy at Howard University, who has testified
multiple times before Congress on the visa's use. The same thing happened
with complaints from displaced IT workers at other firms, he said.”
"I believe that the (Labor Department) had much more authority and
discretion in its ability to investigate and penalize wrongdoing," said Hira. "Even
more importantly, it had an obligation to point out how it was handcuffed by
Congress in ensuring that the spirit of the law was upheld."
“The Trump administration can investigate the H-1B program, expose fraud,
enforce existing rules, expose flaws and make recommendations -- including
new regulations for fixing it, said Hira.”
TRUMP LATE IN THE CAMPAIGN SPOKE OUT FORCEFULLY ABOUT IT STEM HELL, IT
HELPED HIM WIN THE ELECTION IN THE LAST WEEK.
NOW WITH JEFF SESSIONS as AG and new LABOR and DHS help on the way.
Heads will SPIN, and SILICON VALLEY OINK’s OINK’s will SQUEAL with THEIR HAIR
ON FIRE. THEY NOW HAVE TO LEARN ABOUT DECENCY IN THE WORLD INSTEAD OF
THEIR OWN GREED AND JOY OF EXPLOITATION.
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http://www.computerworld.com/article/3143620/it-outsourcing/on-first-day-inoffice-trump-to-attack-visas-that-undercut-the-american-worker.html.
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TRUMP’S BILLIONAIRE ADVISOR CLUB LEAVES OUT WEST
COAST VALLEY BOZOS. EAST COAST CEO’S WHO
OUTSOURCE AND H-1B ARE ON THE LIST. BOB IGER OF
DISNEY AND GINNI ROMETTY OF IBM – DECEMBER 2,
2016.

By Michael J. de la Merced
Dec. 2, 2016
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Trump’s Billionaire Advisor Club Leaves Out West Coast Valley Bozos. East Coast
CEO’s Who Outsource and H-1B are on the List. Bob Iger of Disney and Ginni
Rometty of IBM.
I QUOTE NYTimes:
“In President-elect Donald J. Trump’s newly named kitchen cabinet of business
advisers, Wall Street is in. Silicon Valley is out.”
“Mr. Trump has named 16 business leaders to serve on what’s being called the
President’s Strategic and Policy Forum, described as a group meant to guide
his administration on economic matters.”
“The list is notable for leaning toward New York executives and industries —
finance in particular. The list echoes Mr. Trump’s picks for a number of major
economic positions, including Treasury secretary (the former Goldman Sachs
partner and hedge fund manager Steven T. Mnuchin) and commerce
secretary (the billionaire investor Wilbur L. Ross).”
READ THE REST - HERE IS MY TAKE:
Bob Iger, Chairman and CEO, Disney, perhaps the worst of the 1% Crowd.
Ginni Rometty, Chairman, President, and CEO, IBM, Layoff Outhouse Outsource
Bitch From Hell and founder of India Business Machines.
Look over the list and you will see H-1B companies everywhere that will advise
Trump. JP Morgan and Walmart. Stephen A. Schwarzman, the CEO of
Blackstone, the Cheshire Cat in the Alice Rabbit Hole is the TOP CAT of the
selfish and elite 1% scene. HE does not know about the poor in the country. HE
does not give a flat ass about anyone but his Billionaire Buddies. Trump BRO, R
U taking this took far? Sure looks like it.
MY GUESS IS THAT THE BILLIONAIRE GROUP WILL ADVISE TRUMP THIS: DO NOT
FUCK WITH MY H-1B’s and MY OFFSHORE SLAVE PLANTATION IN INDIA.
HOPEFULLY TRUMP WILL BE GIVING THIS ADVICE: STOP KILLING JOBS AND LIVES
OF OUR IT AND STEM CITIZENS with H-1B’s and OFFSHORE OPERATIONS.
ABSENT FROM THE LIST: THE SILICON VALLEY GREEN GIANTS.
SCORE: EAST COAST ONE, WEST COAST ZERO
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/02/business/dealbook/silicon-valley-chiefsabsent-trump-cabinet-of-business-advisers.html?
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TRUMP BLASTS H-1B PROGRAM IN IOWA, THE CROWD
CHEERS WITH STANDING OVATIONS – DECEMBER 10,
2016!

By Varghese K. George
WASHINGTON, DECEMBER 10, 2016 10:14 IST:
Trump Blasts H-1B Program in Iowa, the Crowd Cheers with Standing Ovations!
NOTABLE DONALD QUOTE: “Can you believe that? You get laid off and then
they won’t give you your severance pay unless you train the people that are
replacing you. I mean, that’s actually demeaning maybe more than anything
else,” he said.
THE HINDU REPORTS:
“President-elect Donald Trump has said he would not allow Americans to be
replaced by foreign workers, in an apparent reference to cases like that of
Disney World and other American companies where people hired on H-1B
visas, including Indians, displaced U.S. workers.”
“We will fight to protect every last American life,” Trump told thousands of his
supporters in Iowa on Thursday as he referred to the cases of Disney world and
other U.S. companies.”
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“During the campaign, I also spent time with American workers who were laid
off and forced to train the foreign workers brought in to replace them. We
won’t let this happen anymore,” Trump vowed amidst cheers and applause
from the audience.”
“Can you believe that? You get laid off and then they won’t give you your
severance pay unless you train the people that are replacing you. I mean,
that’s actually demeaning maybe more than anything else,” he said.”
“Disney World and two outsourcing companies have been slapped with a
federal lawsuit by two of its former technology staff, alleging that they
conspired to displace American workers with cheaper foreign labour brought
to the US on H-1B visas, mostly from India.”
“You know the name of one of the companies that’s doing it. I’m going to be
nice because we’re trying to get that company back. Don’t forget much
harder when a company announced a year and a half ago — some of these
companies, like Carrier, they announced long before I even knew I was going
to be running for president,” Trump said.”
GOOD TIMING DONALD DUDE - ESPECIALLY AFTER THE CARRIER PR FUCK UP.
YOU CANNOT GO WRONG CHANTING THE MANTRA of US IT WORKERS HAVING
TO TRAIN FOREIGN GUEST VISA WORKERS AS THEIR REPLACEMENTS AS THEY HEAD
STRAIGHT TO THE UNEMPLOYMENT LINE.
ANYBODY WITH BASIC HUMAN EMPATHY AND COMPASSION CAN FIGURE THIS
ONE OUT - EXCEPT HILLARY and OBAMA and the CORPORATE GREED ANIMALS WAIT A MINUTE? FROM WHAT PLANET DID THEY ARRIVE?
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/Won’t-allow-H1B-visa-holders-toreplace-US-workers-Trump/article16788754.ece
Multiple Indian Media Reports on Trump Iowa H-1B Bingo Bash - “The worst fear
of Indian IT companies may come true in the new Donald Trump Administration
in the US. With less than a month to go for Trump’s inauguration as the next US
President, there are ominous signs for Indian IT companies in regard to H1B visas
which is used by Indian companies to send workers to the US.”.
“Indian IT companies have been waiting anxiously to see what Trump does
with the H1B programme. If it is anything that he has been promising, things will
not go well for the Indian IT sector.”
“Speaking to supporters in Iowa, President-elect Donald Trump said he would
not allow Americans to be replaced by foreign workers. "We will fight to protect
every last American life," he said referring to cases of Disney World and other
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US companies where American workers have been displaced by Indian or
other foreign workers.”
“This is the second time post his election that Trump has referred to workers
who come to the US on H1B visas and has promised action against them. The
first time was when after his election he released an address on YouTube.”
“Trump’s statements assume special significance because recently, he
proposed the name of Jeff Sessions as the next Attorney General. Sessions is a
known and an old opposer of the H1B programme and has attacked it in
many forums.”
“According to reports, there are three areas in which the Trump administration
can attack the H1B programme –by making the H1B visa process much more
stringent and asking many more questions and increasing qualifications for the
applicants, reducing the number of H1B visas from the present 85,000 for which
the US government gets more than 230,000 applications, and increasing the
minimum wages for H1B visa holders from the present $65,000-75,000 to $
100,000-120,000. All these would hurt Indian companies.”
‘“Any action on US visas will hurt Indian companies because a large amount
of Indian IT’s business comes from the US. Also, the Indian IT sector is heavily
dependent on export revenue which is $108 billion out of a total sector
revenue of $143 billion. Over 60% of this comes from the US which is the largest
and most critical market for Indian IT companies. More than 80 per cent of
Fortune 500 companies are serviced by Indian IT companies.”
—————————————————————
The Visa Goddesses is Gone, the H-1B Pain Train as Arrived in India - Maybe it
was not such a good idea to fly in H-1B’s in mass the night before, stack them
in hotels, then march them to various companies like Disney and Emblem
Health and then humiliate Americans into bankruptcy and despair. Now it is
Payback Time.
—————————————————————
http://www.outlookindia.com/website/story/three-ways-trump-can-tightenthe-screw-on-h1b-visa-applicants/297476
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WASHINGTON POST CHIMES IN ON TRUMP TOWER TECH
CEO FUN FEST - “AT THE MEETING, TRUMP SEEMED OPEN
TO KEEPING THE HIGH-SKILLED VISA PROGRAM, A PERSON
FAMILIAR WITH THE DISCUSSION SAID.” - CALL IT THE
CARRIER TREATMENT – DECEMBER 14, 2016!

By Elizabeth Dwoskin and Brian Fung
December 14, 2016
Washington Post Chimes in on Trump Tower Tech CEO Fun Fest - “At the
meeting, Trump seemed open to keeping the high-skilled visa program, a
person familiar with the discussion said.” - Call it the Carrier Treatment THIS IS ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW:
“Trump made cracking down on illegal immigration a central campaign
promise, and called for an end to the high-skilled visa program during a
presidential debate, though he later backtracked. Technology companies are
some of the heaviest users of such visas.
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“At the meeting, Trump seemed open to keeping the high-skilled visa
program, a person familiar with the discussion said.”
“The executives left as they arrived — wordlessly and quickly, striding through
the lobby and ignoring press questions. Some smiled; Oracle's Safra Catz
flashed a brief thumbs-up when asked how the meeting went.”
WELL. THAT DID NOT TAKE LONG - IF YOU ARE GOING TO LIE AND FUCK OVER A
GROUP OF PEOPLE: JUST GET IT OVER WITH QUICKLY BEFORE EXPECTATIONS ARE
TOO HIGH. WHY PROLONG THE PAIN? JUST SUFFOCATE THE VICTIM - GET IT OVER
WITH. MY DOG DIED THAT WAY.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2016/12/14/thebiggest-names-in-tech-just-made-nice-with-trump/?utm_term=.4bd83989d83a

TRUMP CABINET CHOICES SUGGESTS HE MEANS BUSINESS,
SUGGESTS THE MERCURY NEWS – DECEMBER 19, 2016.

By LEIA PARKER | lparker@bayareanewsgroup.com | Bay Area News Group
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PUBLISHED: December 19, 2016 at 1:12 pm | UPDATED: December 20, 2016 at
3:50 am:
Trump Cabinet Choices Suggests He Means Business, Suggests the Mercury
News
NOTABLE QUOTE: “Tech companies and everyone else should be prepared for
a lot of scrutiny and attention of the H-1B program and how they use that
program,” said Melmed. “Companies that pay low wages or rely heavily on the
H-1B program are unquestionably going to be in the spotlight from the new
administration.”
“President-elect Donald Trump’s picks for cabinet members who would have
direct influence on immigration policy indicate a move toward more rigid
enforcement of the law coupled with pragmatism, says the former chief
counsel of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services within the Department of
Homeland Security.”
“Trump’s focus on immigration has already stirred anxiety among foreign
workers in Silicon Valley. And technology companies, which rely on H-1B visas
for highly skilled workers, are watching to see if the new administration will
make changes to the program.”
“But the president-elect’s 10-point plan for overhauling immigration goes
beyond promising to erect a wall on the Mexican border. It calls for reducing
legal immigration and introducing new “immigration controls to boost wages
and to ensure that open jobs are offered to American workers first,” the law
firm Berry Appleman & Leiden LLP, or BAL, said in a recent white paper.”
“Trump’s picks to head the Justice, Homeland Security, State and Labor
departments, which require U.S. Senate confirmation, suggest he means
business.”
“Trump has selected appointees who are focused on complying with the law
and competing in a global economy,” said BAL Partner Lynden Melmed, in an
interview. Melmed is the former chief counsel of U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services, that agency’s highest ranking legal position.”
“Among programs for legal immigration, the H-1B professional workers
program likely will garner the most attention from the new administration. More
than 15 percent of the U.S. workforce is in H-1B status, according to BAL’s white
paper.”
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“Tech companies and everyone else should be prepared for a lot of scrutiny
and attention of the H-1B program and how they use that program,” said
Melmed. “Companies that pay low wages or rely heavily on the H-1B program
are unquestionably going to be in the spotlight from the new administration.”
“Penalties for violating H-1B regulatory obligations are substantial and can
include up to $35,000 per violation and being excluded from the immigration
program for up to two years, BAL said.”
“For many companies, (exclusion from the program) would seriously
compromise their ability to do business in the U.S.,” the BAL paper said.”
Trump’s nominations for arms of government involved in shaping and enforcing
U.S. immigration policy include Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Alabama) for attorney
general; retired Marine Corps General John Kelly for secretary of homeland
security; ExxonMobil CEO Rex Tillerson for secretary of state, and CKE
Restaurants CEO Andy Puzder for labor secretary.
“Sessions, who served from 1981 to 1993 as U.S. attorney for the Southern
District of Alabama, was among the first prominent politicians to endorse Trump
for the presidency and has advocated for tougher immigration policies.”
“It’s fair to say that the margin of error for companies is going to be narrower
and that the stakes will be higher” if Sessions is approved as attorney general,
Melmed said. “He’ll have a keen eye toward conduct that doesn’t comply
with the statutes. He is a prosecutor at heart.”
“Retired General Kelly, Trump’s pick to head Homeland Security, has raised
concerns about U.S. border enforcement, but it’s less clear how he might
influence policy for legal immigration programs.”
“He’s really starting with a clean slate when he starts looking at high-skilled
immigration issues,” Melmed said of Kelly.”
“Tillerson and Puzder bring an understanding of the issues surrounding hiring
and retaining workers in competitive industries.”
“Puzder, for example, co-wrote an opinion piece in The Wall Street Journal
with conservative economic writer Stephen Moore in July, saying: “We don’t
see eye to eye with Mr. Trump on everything. In our opinion, legal immigrants
are an asset to the country. We believe that deporting 11 million people is
unworkable, and we hope in the end Mr. Trump comes to this same
conclusion. Deportation should be pursued only when an illegal immigrant has
committed a felony or become a ‘public charge.'”
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“The F-1 Optional Practical Training, or OPT, program is another way U.S.
technology companies obtain skilled foreign workers. The program has been
expanded to give hundreds of thousands of graduates with degrees in
science, technology, engineering and mathematics fields an additional 24
months of work authorization, BAL said. It’s unclear whether longtime calls from
opponents to limit the program will be a priority for Trump and his team,
Melmed said.”
F-1 Student Visa OPT has got to GO, it is WORSE than H-1B:
http://www.mercurynews.com/2016/12/19/trumps-cabinet-picks-indicatestronger-enforcement-of-skilled-worker-visa-rules/

COMPUTERWORLD PERFORMS AN ACADEMIC EXERCISE.
HOW WILL THE IT EMPLOYMENT MARKET SHAKE OUT? WILL
TRUMP POLICIES MAKE MATTERS WORSE OR BETTER? –
JANUARY 13, 2017.

By Patrick Thibodeau
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Senior Editor, Computerworld | JAN 13, 2017 3:00 AM PT
ComputerWorld Performs an Academic Exercise. How will the IT Employment
Market Shake Out? Will Trump Policies Make Matters Worse or Better?
“Estimates for IT employment growth this year range from flat to gangbuster.
But the actual 2017 outcome will depend on the economy and the stilluncertain policies of President-elect Donald Trump.”
“Trump has talked about actions such as tariffs to keep some firms from
relocating operations to Mexico or other countries. But analysts don't know
how deep or broad the tariffs might be and what their hiring impact would
be.”
“The Trump administration also intends to set some restrictions on H-1B use, but
there's no consensus about how visa restrictions might impact IT jobs.”
“Throughout the campaign, Trump expressed a desire to curb the use of H-1B
visas in offshore outsourcing. He has promised an investigation by the U.S.
Department of Labor on his first day in office, and his administration is
considering issuing visas on the basis of salary instead of using a lottery system.”
“In the meantime, IT employment grew in 2016, but it wasn't as strong as in
some other recent years. David Foote, CEO of Foote Partners, an IT labor
market research firm, said IT hiring, based on U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
data, saw a net gain of 126,400 jobs in 2016, but that was a 14% drop from the
2015 gain of 147,600 jobs.”
FROM THIS POINT ON THE EXPERTS WHO ARE USUALLY WRONG MAKE THEIR
PREDICTIONS.
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3157427/it-careers/will-trumps-policiesincrease-it-employment.html
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TRUMP TURNS TO HIS CEO BILLIONAIRE H-1B BUBBLE
CLUB FOR VISA POLICY - SUDDENLY THE AIR IS DEFLATING
FROM THE H-1B REFORM BALLOON – JANUARY 19, 2017.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld | JAN 19, 2017 3:00 AM PT
Trump Turns to His CEO Billionaire H-1B Bubble Club for Visa Policy - Suddenly
the Air is Deflating from the H-1B Reform Balloon.
I Quote the Excellent Patrick Thibodeau report:
“In his campaign for president, Donald Trump tapped into the viral anger over
H-1B use. The outsourcing of high-skill jobs is a "tremendous threat," he said.
Disney workers who trained visa-holding replacements spoke at some of his
rallies.”
“But soon after the election, President-elect Trump assembled a 16-member
team of CEO-level executives to advise him on job creation, including many
from firms that send jobs overseas and have advocated for an H-1B cap
increase.”
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“Trump's appointments included one of the pioneers of offshore outsourcing to
India: Jack Welch, the former chairman and CEO of General Electric. Also on
this committee is Bob Iger, the chairman and CEO of Disney, whose offshoring
of Disney IT workers was a topic at a Republican presidential candidate
debate.”
“Some members of Trump's advisory committee belong to groups that
advocate for an H-1B cap increase. Iger, for instance, is also one of eight cochairs of the Partnership for a New American Economy, a high-profile
organization advocating for an increase in the H-1B visa cap.”
“Following Trump's appointments, the Partnership for New York City, a business
group, issued a report (PDF) detailing five "federal priorities." One priority
includes immigration reform to increase the H-1B cap and allowing U.S.
companies "to hire skilled workers based on labor market demands, not fixed
and arbitrary quotas."
The Partnership for New York noted in this report that six of its members were
members of Trump's economic advisory committee.
The partnership wrote: "Policies that promote the continued growth and vitality
of New York City and the nation will have forceful advocates on Presidentelect Donald Trump's recently announced Strategic and Policy Forum, chaired
by partnership co-chair Stephen Schwarzman (Blackstone) and including
partnership members Jamie Dimon (CEO, JPMorgan Chase), Larry Fink (CEO,
BlackRock), Rich Lesser (Boston Consulting Group), Ginni Rometty (CEO, IBM)
and Mark Weinberger (CEO, EY)."
“But Trump, despite this CEO committee's preference for an H-1B cap
increase, has appointed people who want the opposite to happen, namely
Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.), his Attorney General nominee. Sessions is one of the
Senate's leading advocates for H-1B restrictions.”
“At a Senate Judiciary Committee confirmation hearing last week, Sen. Chuck
Grassley (R-Iowa), the committee chairman, questioned Sessions about the H1B visa.
"The Obama administration has failed to protect American workers," said
Grassley, who has also sponsored bills seeking restrictions on the H-1B visa use.
"Will you be more aggressive in investigating the abuses of these visa
programs?"
“Sessions responded: "It's simply wrong to think that we're in a totally open
world and that any American with a job can be replaced if somebody in the
world is willing to take a job for less pay."
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“Sessions said he will investigate the H-1B program, but said reform will require
legislation.”
“It remains to be seen how aggressive the Trump administration will be on H-1B
use, and also whether it will have much impact on U.S. firms that want to
offshore jobs.”
“For their part, IT offshore outsourcing firms are betting on restrictions, not a
cap increase, and are adjusting their business models.”
"The leading Indian IT suppliers are already focusing on increased U.S. onshore
investments -- and this isn't only because of the Trump fears, but also because
they need more IT staff more closely aligned with customer needs and digital
business models," said Phil Fersht, the CEO and chief analyst of HfS Research,
which examines this market.”
“Fersht points to Wipro, an India-based IT services firm, as an example. It
recently acquired Appirio, an Indianapolis-based cloud computing
consultancy, for $500 million.”
“The major Indian IT services firms "have long needed to globalize their delivery
base and President-elect Trump is merely an added incentive for them to do
so," said Fersht.”
BILLIONAIRES OF A FEATHER FLOCK TOGETHER - NOW THE H-1B DUCKS NOW CAN
FLY LIKE AN EAGLE!
Will Breitbart News Approve?
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3159121/it-careers/trump-turns-to-h1b-advocates-for-advice.html
DAVOS, Switzerland: What Really Happened at the Trump Tower Tech Pow
Wow? CISCO CEO Chuck Robbin tells us, hint you only can know if you were in
the room: https://amp.businessinsider.com/cisco-chuck-robbins-trump-towertech-meeting-2017-1
The IT gig economy, freelancers, independent or contract workers could get
the death panel notices if the ACA is repealed and destroyed as promised:
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3158797/it-careers/obamacarerepeal-could-hurt-the-gig-economy.html?
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BLOOMBERG: GAME ON BETWEEN TRUMP AND THE
SILICON VALLEY PLANTATION OWNERS – JANUARY 30,
2017.

By Peter Elstrom and Saritha Rai
January 30, 2017, 1:57 AM EST
Bloomberg: Game On Between Trump and the Silicon Valley Plantation
Owners.
“President Donald Trump’s clash with Silicon Valley over immigration is about
to become even more contentious.”
“After the new president banned refugees and travelers from seven
predominantly Muslim countries, Google, Facebook, Salesforce, Microsoft and
others railed against the move, saying it violated the country’s principles and
risked disrupting its engine of innovation. Trump’s next steps could strike even
closer to home: His administration has drafted an executive order aimed at
overhauling the work-visa programs technology companies depend on to hire
tens of thousands of employees each year.”
“If implemented, the reforms could shift the way American companies like
Microsoft Corp., Amazon.com Inc. and Apple Inc. recruit talent and force
wholesale changes at Indian companies such as Infosys Ltd. and Wipro Ltd.
Businesses would have to try to hire American first and if they recruit foreign
workers, priority would be given to the most highly paid.”
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“The draft of Trump’s executive order covers an alphabet soup of visa
programs, including H-1B, L-1, E-2 and B1. The first is a popular program with
technology companies and is aimed at allowing them to bring in high-skill
workers when they can’t find local hires with the appropriate skills. The
legislation caps the number of people who can enter the U.S. annually at
85,000, including those with undergrad and master’s degrees.”
“The proposed Trump order is also aimed at bringing more transparency to the
program. It calls for publishing reports with basic statistics on who uses the
immigration programs within one month of the end of the government’s fiscal
year. The Obama administration had scaled back the information available on
the programs and required Freedom of Information Act requests for some
data.”
ALPHABET SOUP – A POSSIBLE NEW MENU ITEM IN THE LUXARY CAFES? NOPE, THE
VALLEY CHEFS DO NOT LIKE THE WAY THE SOUP LOOKS, MUCH LESS HOW IT
TASTES.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-01-30/trump-s-next-move-onimmigration-to-hit-closer-to-home-for-tech
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THE H-1B, L-1, E-2 and B1 ALPHABET SOUP MENU LOOKS LIKE SOMEBODY DID A
QUICK RUN TO THE WHITE HOUSE COPY MACHINE. https://cdn0.voxcdn.com/uploads/chorus_asset/file/7872567/Protecting_American_Jobs_and_
Workers_by_Strengthening_the_Integrity_of_Foreign_Worker_Visa_Programs.0.p
df
A quick snag example:
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It zigs and zags as the White House staffer watch’s his back while doing a
manual copier feed in order to leak the POS document.
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TRUMP GETS ON HIS HARLEY-DAVIDSON - WILL HE ASK
THE HOG EXEC’S ABOUT INFOSHIT AND THE MASSIVE
OUTSOURCING AND JOB DISCRIMINATION THAT ALL
AMERICAN HARLEY SUPPORTS? - FACT CHECK - 89% OF
INFOSYS' U.S. WORKFORCE IS SOUTH ASIAN – FEBRUARY 1,
2017.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld | FEB 1, 2017 2:44 PM PT
Trump Gets on His Harley-Davidson - Will He Ask the Hog Exec’s about InfoShit
and the Massive Outsourcing and Job Discrimination that All American Harley
Supports? - Fact Check - 89% of Infosys' U.S. workforce is South Asian.
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I QUOTE ONLY FIRST HALF OF CW PATRICK:
“President Donald Trump is schedule to meet Thursday with executives from
Harley-Davidson to talk about job creation. This is also a company that has
shifted IT jobs to Infosys, the large offshore outsourcing firm based in India.”
“Harley-Davidson is an American icon and its motorcycles are part of the
cultural fabric. But it is also a modern corporation that benefitted from tariffs in
the 1980s to protect it from overseas motorcycle makers, and it has globalized
its IT operations.”
“In 2012, the company entered into a long-term "partnership" with Infosys,
which is a major user of H-1B visa workers. The president has been critical of the
use of visa workers by offshore outsourcing firms, but Sean Spicer, Trump's press
secretary, didn't mention outsourcing today when discussing the meeting with
Harley-Davidson executives.”
"Were concerned about American jobs, moving this economy forward, and
we're excited to welcome them (Harley-Davidson executives) here to
Washington to talk about the great work that they do and the many thousands
of people that they employ," Spicer said at a press briefing.”
“Harley-Davidson hired Infosys to outsource its IT under a $200 million, five-year
agreement. About 125 Harley IT employees lost their jobs, although they were
eligible to apply for new jobs at Infosys and Harley, the Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel reported at the time.”
“Infosys now faces a discrimination lawsuit that includes two employees who
were rejected for Infosys jobs related to the Harley-Davidson IT work. The
lawsuit, filed in 2013, broadly alleges that Infosys favors the hiring of South Asian
workers over those in the U.S.”
“The plaintiffs hired an economist, David Neumark, a professor at the University
of California, Irvine, who analyzed Infosys' U.S. workforce. He called it
"remarkably disproportionate" because of its South Asian hiring. In court papers,
he alleged that from 2009 through 2015, more than 89% of Infosys' U.S.
workforce was South Asian.”
Will the IT Profession Force Suffer from the Easy Rider Syndrome? Did you see
the last scene of the movie? Stephen K. Bannon looks like a perfect Easy Rider.

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3164475/it-outsourcing/trump-tomeet-with-execs-from-harley-davidson-which-outsourced-it.html
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COMPUTERWORLD: THERE IS GOING TO BE A H1-B FIGHT
AT THE NOT O.K. CORRAL - TECH SMACKS TRUMP ON 7
COUNTRY BAN, WILL TRUMP SNAP BACK WITH FURY AT THE
VALLEY $$$ BAGS? - COULD THE H-1B’S EXIT THE VALLEY
INDENTURED SERVANT PLANTATIONS AND IS TOMBSTONE
THEIR FINAL RESTING PLACE? – FEBRUARY 6, 2017.

By Patrick Thibodeau and Sharon Machlis
Computerworld | FEB 6, 2017 2:32 PM PT
ComputerWorld: There is Going to be a H1-B Fight at the Not O.K. Corral - Tech
Smacks Trump on 7 Country Ban, Will Trump Snap Back With Fury at the Valley
$$$ Bags? - Could the H-1B’s Exit the Valley Indentured Servant Plantations and
is Tombstone their Final Resting Place?
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I QUOTE THE IMPECABLE PATRICK THIBODEAU:
“The U.S. technology industry warned President Donald Trump that his
immigration order will hurt the U.S. economy by making it more difficult for
businesses to attract overseas workers. The administration's seven-country ban
is, for the tech industry, a blinking caution sign to the world's highly skilled
population delivering this message: Come here at your own risk.”
“Tech firms see the market for highly skilled workers as being "globally
competitive," and any changes to immigration rules may inhibit their ability to
recruit overseas. Most of these companies hire Indian nationals, who account
for as many 70 percent of the H-1B visa holders.”
“The court papers filed in support of Washington State's fight against the
seven-country ban tell stories of people who can't travel out of the U.S. for fear
they won't be able to get back in; people arriving at a U.S. airport only to be
sent back to their home countries; and of those fearful that Trump's executive
order has fueled "anti-Muslim feelings."
“Apple, eBay, Facebook, Google and Microsoft are among the 97 companies
that are challenging the ban in appellate court. The appellate brief argues
that "fairness, regularity, and predictability are core principles of immigration
law and of U.S. law generally."
“Trump's widely expected next move is to propose changes to the H-1B visa
program. A draft proposal has been released that could lead to major reforms
of the H-1B and the Optional Practical Training programs. The attack on the
immigration ban by tech firms may be a preview of how the tech industry
approaches the H-1B issue if they don't like what Trump pitches. But the same
arguments raised in the ban may not apply.”
“H-1B visas are handed out via a random lottery. There are 85,000 visas
available each year, and last year the U.S. received 230,000 visa petitions. This
means that many tech firms, including the companies that filed the appellate
brief, won't get all the visas they want in a given year.”
“Trump appears interested in changing the system to something that
distributes these visas to the "best and brightest." How he would do that is not
clear. He could broadly change the system to give preference to "nondependent" firms, which are companies that have less than 15 percent of their
employees on H-1B visas. This would be a disadvantage to large offshore
outsourcing companies, especially in India, which rely heavily on visa workers.”
“Rosanna Berardi, an immigration attorney in Buffalo, New York, whose clients
include Canadians, said that Trump's H-1B proposal may make it easier for
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people from Canada to get a visa. Right now, because of the lottery, her
clients have less than a 35 percent chance of obtaining a visa.”
“Many of the H-1B visas are taken by large IT offshore outsourcing firms, which
cuts down on the number of visas available to companies that use far fewer,
Berardi said.”
"If President Trump removes the lottery system, it would provide all foreign
nationals, including Canadian citizens, a better opportunity to obtain H-1B
status," Berardi said.”
SHERIFF TRUMP: TIME TO BREAK UP THE STRANGE LOTTERY STRANGLEHOLD SCAM
THAT THE INDIAN IT MAFIA HAS ARRANGED IN RICO FASHION WITH THE $$$ TECH
COWBOYS.
THERE IS A NEW SHERIFF IN TOWN, AND HIS NAME IS TRUMP.

http://www.computerworld.com/article/3165392/it-outsourcing/trumps-banbecomes-an-h-1b-fight.html

COMPUTERWORLD: STEPHEN MILLER - VITRIOLIC HYPER
TRUMP AIDE OUTLINES PRINCIPLES OF H-1B REFORM - THE
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS. THEY GET SERIOUS – FEBRUARY
13, 2017.
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By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld | FEB 13, 2017 11:09 AM PT
Computerworld: Stephen Miller - Vitriolic Hyper Trump Aide Outlines Principles
of H-1B Reform - The Young and the Restless. They Get Serious.
EXCERPTS FROM THE COMPUTERWORLD WHITE HOUSE BEAT:
“A top White House adviser Sunday outlined two key principles underlying the
administration's approach to H-1B reform. It wants a system requiring employers
to first consider U.S. workers for a job before hiring visa-holding workers, and it
intends to distribute H-1B visas under a "merit-based" system.”
“Stephen Miller, senior policy adviser for President Donald Trump, said the
administration will seek an immigration program where "American workers are
given jobs first."

“In a television interview Sunday on Meet the Press, Miller also said that Trump
"has made clear" his interest in creating "a merit-based system where
individuals coming into the country bring the kinds of benefits economically
that will grow our economy and help lift up wages for everybody."
“Miller is no Johnny-come-lately to the H-1B visa issue. Before joining Trump's
presidential campaign, Miller worked as a top aide of former Sen. Jeff Sessions
(R-Ala.), who was confirmed last week as attorney general.”
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“A recent White House leak of a draft executive order on the work visa
aspects of immigration sketched the White House direction. But Miller, in his
comments Sunday, was the first administration official to articulate goals, which
are similar to some of the efforts in Congress.”
“In terms of job preference, Miller said that U.S. citizens and permanent
residents "ought to have the ability to make the first application for that job."
That is similar to what Senators Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa) and Dick Durbin (D-Ill)
are seeking in legislation that "requires companies to post job openings and
make good faith efforts to hire qualified American workers before seeking H-1B
visas."
“Any hiring preference requirement for U.S. workers, however, will likely have its
problems.”
“Foreign workers who want to work permanently in the U.S. must now certify
"that there are not sufficient U.S. workers able, willing, qualified and available
to accept the job opportunity in the area of intended employment and that
employment of the foreign worker will not adversely affect the wages and
working conditions of similarly employed U.S. workers," according to U.S.
government rules.”
“Merit-based H-1B distribution may be include giving preference wages in a
visa distribution, as well as giving visa preference to graduates of U.S.
universities, and especially to advanced degree holders.”
“The administration faces challenges in H-1B reform. Any executive order that
seeks to change the H-1B system will likely face a court hurdles from industry,
which will challenge the administration's ability to change the visa without
legislation.”
AFTER 25 YEARS - IS THE TRAIN IN THE STATION IS ABOUT TO GO CHO CHO?
ALL ABOARD - WE ARE GOING ON A WILD RIDE!
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3168732/it-careers/white-house-h-1bplan-puts-u-s-workers-in-front.html
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TRUMP DROPS THE BALL ON LEGAL IMMIGRATION
EXECUTIVE ORDER, INDIANS PICK IT UP JUMPING UP AND
DOWN FOR JOY - WHITE HOUSE - SPICY SEZ “WE’LL HAVE
MORE ON THAT LATER” – FEBRUARY 23, 2017.

By: PTI | Washington | Published: February 23, 2017 3:37 AM
Trump Drops the Ball on Legal Immigration Executive Order, Indians Pick It Up
Jumping Up and Down for Joy - White House - Spicy Sez “we’ll have more on
that later”.
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I QUOTE INDIAN MEDIA:
“The Trump Administration today said that its top priority right now is addressing
the challenge of illegal immigration and reforms in the legal immigration,
including H-1B visas, would come later. “We’ve got to look at this from a priority
level. Right now, there’s, millions of people in this country that are in the
country illegally. I think the focus continues to be that 800,000 or 900,000 that
have already had an order to have them removed and get them processed
through in a way that continues to keep America safe,” White House Press
Secretary Sean Spicer told reporters at his daily news conference.”
“Responding to a question, Spicer said legal immigration is a completely
separate subject.”
“That includes visa reform and all that other stuff. The President has talked
about that. He’s talked about it with business leaders, H-1B visas, et cetera,” he
said. “You’re going to see more of that coming, but I think there’s a
prioritization of how we deal with immigration both illegal and then legal, and
we’ll have more on that later,” Spicer said in response to a question.”
I FEEL LIKE I JUST BENT OVER FELT A BIG FU ENTER MY BODY.
THANK GOD TRUMP TOOK CARE OF THE TRANNIES IN THE BATHROOM, I WOULD
REALLY BE BENT OVER.

http://www.financialexpress.com/world-news/reforms-in-legal-immigration-tocome-later-white-house/562872/
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COMPUTERWORLD: TRUMP SLAMS OUTSOURCING AND
WHY WOMEN STEM GRADS GRADUATE JOBLESS;
MEANWHILE, H-1B REFORM, TICK, TOCK TICK, TOCK –
MARCH 1, 2017.

By Patrick Thibodeau
Senior Editor, Computerworld | MAR 1, 2017 3:01 AM PT
Computerworld: Trump Slams Outsourcing and Why Women STEM Grads
Graduate Jobless; Meanwhile, H-1B Reform, Tick, Tock Tick, Tock.
NOTABLE QUOTE: "The president didn't have to bring up outsourcing -- he chose
to," said Russ Harrison, the IEEE-USA's director of government relations. "The bills
didn't have anything to do with outsourcing, but the president chose to make
that connection. And it is a good one.”
I QUOTE THE AMAZING PATRICK THIBODEAU:
“President Donald Trump promised Tuesday to crack down on offshore
outsourcing, which he blamed for displacing some of the best American
workers. He didn't say how he might do it and didn't raise the H-1B visa issue,
which he has previously blamed for enabling offshoring.”
“But Trump aimed a fiery broadside at offshore outsourcing at an Oval Office
ceremony concerning two bills, both aimed at encouraging more women to
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study and seek careers in the areas of science, technology, engineering and
math (STEM). His comments went well beyond the scope of the two bills.”
"Currently, only one in four women who gets a STEM degree is working in a
STEM job, which is not fair and it's not even smart that people aren't taking
advantage of it," said Trump at the bill signing Tuesday. He called it
unacceptable.”
"Protecting women with STEM degrees and all Americans with STEM degrees -very important," said Trump, it "also means you have to crack down on
offshoring because offshoring is a tremendous problem that displaces many of
our best American workers and brains, the brain power."
“One of the bills signed by Trump requires NASA to do more to encourage
women to take up STEM careers. The other is aimed at the National Science
Foundation with the intent of helping women seek careers in commerce.”
“Trump and his administration have cited the H-1B visa program's role in IT
offshore outsourcing. The administration wants to move to a "merit-based" H-1B
distribution system, but the president has yet to say how that might work.
“A merit-based system would likely involve moving from a random H-1B lottery
to a distribution system that uses other criteria, with the goal of making it harder
for large IT offshore outsourcing firms to get thousands of visas approved.”
“The clock is ticking on H-1B visa reform.”
“The IEEE-USA has been warning that unless Trump takes action by April 1,
when the annual H-1B lottery is held, a major portion of the visas handed out
later this year will go to offshore outsourcing firms, as they have in previous
years.”
"The president didn't have to bring up outsourcing -- he chose to," said Russ
Harrison, the IEEE-USA's director of government relations. "The bills didn't have
anything to do with outsourcing, but the president chose to make that
connection. And it is a good one.”
"There is no point in encouraging girls to get STEM degrees if only H-1Bs are
getting hired," Harrison said.”
“By pointing out that only one in four women are getting STEM jobs, Trump is
also implying that he takes an exception to industry views that there is a
shortage of STEM workers.”
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“Hal Salzman, a professor of planning and public policy at Rutgers University,
said that although women are 39% of all STEM grads, they are only 24% of STEM
workers.”
"Interestingly, STEM issues are an area where Trump's staff are generally correct
on the numbers and facts, probably more so than most politicians and policy
makers, and certainly more than previous administrations," Salzman said.”
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3175774/h1b/trump-says-offshoringdisplaces-our-best-american-workers.html
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VOX: TRUMP’S MERIT-BASED IMMIGRATION EXPLAINED - IT
IS ALL IN THE CODE - ARE BANNON AND MILLER THE
PROGRAMMERS? – MARCH 1, 2017.

By Dara Linddara@vox.com Mar 1, 2017, 12:10pm EST
Vox: Trump’s Merit-Based Immigration Explained - It is All in The Code - Are
Bannon and Miller the Programmers?
“Donald Trump, in his speech to a joint session of Congress Tuesday night, did
something that he rarely ever does: He spoke in code.”
“Trump called for the US to change its immigration system to be “merit-based”
— one of those terms that is generally understood, in Washington, to refer to a
specific policy. It’s political code for changing the composition of people
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settling in America to favor educated, highly skilled immigrants and reduce
family-based immigration, which allows US citizens and permanent residents to
bring certain family members to settle permanently in the US.”
“Trump isn’t known for his subtlety, and “phrases that policy wonks understand
to be specific, but regular folks think are just rhetoric” really isn’t his style. But on
Tuesday, he made it clear that he’s committed to reducing family-based and
low-skilled immigration, according to the “merit-based” playbook.”
“What’s a lot less clear is whether the Trump administration wants to let in more
highly skilled immigrants — or whether it wants to use “merit” as a reason to
keep people out, but not to let people in.”
“Reforming the immigration system to be more “merit-based” is predicated on
the idea that some of these slots are going to the wrong immigrants —
immigrants who don’t have as much to give the US as the US has to give them.
Proponents point to Australia and Canada — places that don’t have the
American tradition of family-based migration, and that deliberately select for
immigrants who are likely to contribute economically and assimilate culturally
from the moment they arrive. In these countries, having a family member who’s
already a citizen doesn’t guarantee you a spot as an immigrant yourself —
having an advanced degree, being fluent in the language, and being able to
support yourself (or have a job waiting for you when you arrive) matter as
much or more.”
“In particular, proposals to make the US immigration system more “meritbased” usually reduce the number of spots available for immigrants who are
coming for reasons other than their skills — family-based immigration and the
visa lottery, for example — and ensure that a greater share of immigrants
coming to the US are highly educated and highly skilled.”
“The Trump administration is very firmly in the latter camp. They want to reduce
immigration of all kinds, and especially immigration from people they don’t
think can assimilate into American culture — whether that’s because they’re
low-skilled or because they’re Muslim.”
“They’re so firmly restrictionist, in fact, that it’s not clear Trump’s key advisers —
most notably, chief strategist Steve Bannon — actually think high-skilled
immigration is good for America, either.”
“This might be the rare issue on which the two leading immigration
policymakers in the Trump administration disagree. In an interview from 2016
that my colleague Tara Golshan wrote about earlier this month, Miller appears
to endorse permanent immigration from high-skilled immigrants (just not
temporary high-skilled work visas). That’s consistent with the restrictionist case
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for merit-based immigration. But Bannon’s primary concern appears to be that
immigrants are coming here to take careers in the tech industry that once
would have gone to Americans.?
“If you are in your 40s and 50s right now, people will tell you, they haven’t had
a raise in decades in IT. What was supposed to be a great career turned out
not to be a great career. It’s because of these visas.”
“And now you got all the engineering schools full of people from South Asia
and East Asia. And it’s not that I have any problem with those folks learning,
but they are coming here to take these jobs.”
“Bannon’s said on other occasions that he affirmatively wants immigrants who
study science at US colleges to return to their home countries to start their
careers — the opposite of a “merit-based” proposal to encourage such
students to settle in the US. And he’s expressed concern about the number of
tech CEOs who are “South Asian or from Asia,” because “a country is more
than an economy. We’re a civic society” — implying that increased ethnic
diversity and pluralism ruins America’s essential character.”
“Trump himself has run hot and cold on whether high-skilled foreigners should
be encouraged or discouraged from immigrating. He’s occasionally assailed
the H1B visa program for allowing outsourcing firms and tech companies to
undercut wages and replace native-born citizens with cheaper replacements
— an accusation that isn’t unfounded, and that is shared by politicians on both
sides of the aisle. But when tech CEOs stressed to Trump in a meeting that he
needed to increase H1Bs, he implied he supported that, too.”
“Unless Trump has a strong position on this issue that simply gets lost in
translation half the time he talks about it, Bannon and Miller are running the
show. And at least one of them doesn’t appear to like “merit-based”
immigration as anything other than an excuse to restrict immigration, period.”
IS THE MERIT IMMIGRATION CODE SPAGHETTI CODE OR IS IT STRUCTURED CODE?
http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/3/1/14773298/merit-basedimmigration
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TRUCK LOADS OF H-1BS AND JOB LOSSES ARRIVE - THEN
THE LONG JOURNEY OF JOB DEATH TO VERMONT – APRIL
3, 2017.

By Miriam Jordan
April 3, 2017
LAGUNA NIGUEL, Calif. — The delivery trucks began arriving with their precious
parcels before daybreak, lining up outside a massive government edifice that
rises above Orange County’s suburban sprawl.
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On Monday, the starting gun went off on application season for skilled-worker
visas, known as H-1B visas, which allow employers, primarily technology
companies, to bring in foreign workers for three years at a time. For the last few
years, the federal government has been so overwhelmed by applications that
it has stopped accepting them within a week of opening day, hence the line
of trucks trying to deliver applications before the doors close on the program
for another year.

“When the gates swung open at the government processing center here on
Monday, the first truck in line, a FedEx rig, carried 15,000 packages, said a
courier, Andrew Langyo.”
“Trucks came and went all day, with some couriers, including from FedEx,
staggering their deliveries to avoid having dozens of trucks backed up at the
gate.”
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“Some smaller delivery companies received a piece of the action, too. One
courier, Fernando Salas, pulled up in a red Suzuki station wagon stuffed with 10
boxes. “I have 109 envelopes,” he said. “That is all that fits in here.”

“It was all surprisingly low-tech for a program used primarily for high-tech jobs.
Asked why the government had not digitized the process, Ms. Campagnolo
said: “There’s obviously a lot of paper. There’s no denying it.”
“The biggest challenge, she said, is “trash overflow.”
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/03/us/tech-visa-applications-h1b.html?
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WASHINGTON POST FINALLY GETS IT - CLEAN UP THE H-1B
VISA MESS – APRIL 12, 2017.

By Editorial Board
April 12, 2017
THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION is taking its first, cautious steps to clean up the
much-abused H-1B visa system, by which skilled foreign workers are imported
to fill jobs in the technology sector and other specialty occupations. The moves
so far, mainly involving tighter oversight, are fine but inadequate. Deeper
reforms are needed for a program that, while vital to maintain the nation’s
competitiveness, has been used to displace well-paid and older American
workers with cheap and ostensibly temporary foreign labor and to turn some of
those guest workers into virtual indentured servants.
As a candidate, Donald Trump talked out of both sides of his mouth, at
different points saying he favored importing skilled guest workers into the
United States and saying he didn’t like it, citing well-documented instances of
abuse. (Among the worst involved Disney, which required American workers to
train their lower-paid foreign replacements.)
Now, as president, Mr. Trump is starting to move. Just as tens of thousands of H1B applications were filed last week, the administration announced that
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enforcement agents would intensify site visits to the companies that rely most
heavily on the guest-workers program, especially Indian outsourcing firms that
use it to import tens of thousands of information-tech workers annually. The
goal will be to ensure that the guest workers qualify as “specialty” labor, which
is a requirement of H-1B visas.
At the same time, the Justice Department announced it would not tolerate
employer misuse of that program to discriminate against or displace American
labor.
Employers and some economists are at odds over the extent to which
companies face a shortage of American workers to fill tech and other skilled
jobs. A frequently cited figure of 500,000 unfilled positions may be somewhat
inflated, but there is no doubt that U.S. colleges and universities cannot keep
up with the demand for graduates, especially with advanced and highly
specialized degrees.
Hence the importance of the H-1B program, which grants 85,000 visas annually
to guest workers, nearly three-quarters of them from India — a fraction of the
overall applications. Of that number, many have only bachelor’s degrees and
are chosen by lottery; just 20,000 are foreign graduates of U.S. universities with
advanced degrees.
Reforms are needed on several fronts. For starters, H-1B visa holders already in
the country should be allowed to change jobs to prevent their exploitation by
employers. More fundamentally, the program should be retooled to ensure
that genuinely high-skilled labor is prioritized, not that of entry-level
programmers. That may disadvantage the big Indian outsourcing firms that
flood the system with applications; so be it.
The current minimum salary of $60,000 for some programmers and other H-1B
recipients must also be raised to an amount closer to the prevailing wage for
comparably skilled American workers, which is more than $100,000. Otherwise,
the visas will continue to be used in too many cases to push U.S. employees
onto the unemployment rolls.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/its-time-to-clean-up-the-visa-mill-for-skilledguest-workers/2017/04/12/4f457c2c-1bd7-11e7-855e-4824bbb5d748_story.html?
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AFTER 25 YEARS OF WANDERING THE DESERT, IT WORKERS
FINALLY FIND WATER AND THE OASIS IS A TRUMP EXEC
ORDER - IS H-1B HELL FIRE BEING EXTINGUISHED? WILL
THE INDIAN IT MAFIA FEEL THE HEAT? – APRIL 18, 2017.

By Patrick Thibodeau - Senior Editor, Computerworld | APR 18, 2017 3:49 AM PT:
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After 25 Years of Wandering the Desert, IT Workers Finally Find Water and the
Oasis is a Trump Exec Order - Is H-1B Hell Fire Being Extinguished? Will the
Indian IT Mafia Feel the Heat?
Saint Patrick Quoted:
“President Donald Trump will sign an executive order Tuesday dubbed "Buy
American, Hire American" that calls for sweeping reform of the H-1B visa
process.”
“Its centerpiece is the replacement of the H-1B lottery with a system that
distributes visas on the basis of wages, skills and education.”
"We want to switch away from a random lottery system, in which it's weighted
toward the lowest wage workers, towards a system that prioritizes higher skilled,
higher paid workers," said a senior administration official, in a background
briefing to reporters on the condition that officials not be identified.”
“Such an H-1B reform "would make it much more difficult to use it to replace
American workers," the administration official said.”
“With this order Trump makes his H-1B reform effort official, but the changes
that the administration wants will take time.”
“The White House intends to follow a two-pronged approach to H-1B reform. It
will make administrative actions as it works with lawmakers on reform bills. But
it's unclear how many changes it can make administratively, and how much
cooperation it can expect from Congress. Many lawmakers support reform, but
there are differences in approaches.”
“Trump has been telegraphing these visa changes for a while. He was critical
of the H-1B program during his election. Disney IT workers, who had trained H1B holding replacements, spoke at some of his rallies, and the idea that the
visa program is being abused was major theme for Trump.”
"An abuse of the H-1B visa program is to bring in a worker -- not because you
need their skills or talent -- but for the purpose of undercutting an American
worker," said an administrative official, who cited Government Accountability
Official data that found about 80% of H-1B workers are paid below median
wages.”
“Trump is expected to sign the executive order as part of visit to Snap-On Tools
in Milwaukee. The "buy American" part of the order will affect government
contracting.”
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“There are asterisks, as well as criticism, about this White House H-1B reform
effort.”
“The White House order has no impact on the most recent visa lottery, and
that means many of this year's visas will go to IT offshore outsourcing
companies. That's a major sore point with critics.”
"Countless thousands of American workers are likely to be training their
replacements as a result of Congress and the Trump administration not taking
action," said Ron Hira, an associate professor of public policy at Howard
University.”
“With this new Trump order, the administration will muster key agencies to
make an administrative review and propose reforms. It will also review its legal
authority to make changes. An administrative official on the briefing said they
believe it's possible to improve wages administratively as well as increase some
application fees.”
There will be many questions. What kind of reform in wage tiers can be
expected, and what academic credentials, or skills, will win favor in a new
system?
“The administrative official briefing reporters on the H-1B reform was asked
about the Disney displacement, and whether the goal was to prevent similar
instances. He said that the reforms that they have in mind "would have the
effect of making that kind of displacement impossible."
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3190554/it-careers/trump-to-orderwholesale-h-1b-reform.html
HISTORY IS MADE - SOMEBODY ACTUALLY DID SOMETHING. WAKE ME UP, I STILL
MAY BE DREAMING.
The Killing of Flowers, is the Disney Era Cartoon Madness of IT Workers Training
their Replacements with the Young and the Dumb Over?

Indian IT Mafia Lies to the New York Times: “India’s leading tech trade group,
the National Association of Software and Services Companies, said Indian
companies were being treated unfairly. “We believe that the current campaign
to discredit our sector is driven by persistent myths, such as the ideas that H-1B
visa holders are ‘cheap labor’ and ‘train their replacements,’ neither of which is
accurate,” the group said in a statement.”
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OK IT Mafia Godfather, just keep repeating the deceit over and over and until
you go out of business:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/18/us/politics/executive-order-hire-buyamerican-h1b-visa-trump.html?&_r=0
Time Has Come Today to “Get the Fuck Out" - A Great theme song I was saving
when Get the Fuck Out is actually fucking happening.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNCVriK5PjI
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TRUMP AND SENATORS PROPOSE LIMITS TO THE GREEN
CARD BONANZA AND KINDLY REQUEST HIGHLY SKILLED
VISA HOLDERS SPEAK ENGLISH – AUGUST 3, 2017.

By David Nakamura
August 3, 2017
Trump and Senators Propose Limits to the Green Card Bonanza and Kindly
Request Highly Skilled Visa Holders Speak English.
“President Trump on Wednesday endorsed a new bill in the Senate aimed at
slashing legal immigration levels over a decade, a goal Trump endorsed on the
campaign trail that would represent a profound change to U.S. immigration
policies that have been in place for half a century.”
“Trump appeared with Sens. Tom Cotton (Ark.) and David Perdue (Ga.) at the
White House to unveil a modified version of a bill the senators first introduced in
April to cut immigration by half from the current level of more than 1 million
green cards per year granting foreigners permanent legal residence in the
United States.”
“The outlines of the legislation reflect the aims Trump touted on the campaign
trail, when he argued that the rapid growth of immigration over the past half
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century had harmed job opportunities for American workers and led to risks to
national security. Trump had met twice previously at the White House with
Cotton and Perdue to discuss the details of their legislation, which is titled the
Reforming American Immigration for Strong Employment (RAISE) Act.”
“The senators also propose to end a visa diversity lottery that has awarded
50,000 green cards a year, mostly to areas in the world that traditionally do not
have as many immigrants to the United States, including Africa. Aides to
Cotton said the bill will not include provisions to limit low-skilled temporary
workers. It is expected to cap refugee levels at 50,000 per year.
“Under the bill, the new immigration system would award points to green card
applicants based on such factors as English ability, education levels and job
skills. The senators said the proposal is modeled after immigration programs in
Canada and Australia.”
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2017/08/02/trumpgop-senators-to-introduce-bill-to-slash-legal-immigration-levels/
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TRUMP ADMINISTRATION IS NOT GOING TO GET RID OF OPT.
THE TRUMPSHEADS ARE FOLLOWING THE OBAMA WAY,
UNIVERSITY AND INDUSTRY LOBBYISTS RULE, NOT STEM
STUDENTS. JOHN MIANO IS NOW IN COURT FIGHTING
AGAINST TRUMP DOJ AND DHS. “THEY DON’T WANT TO
GET RID OF OPT,” MIANO SAID – FEBRUARY 10, 2017.

By Niel Munro
February 10, 2018:
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“President Donald Trump’s lawyers are defending President Barack Obama’s
claim that every administration can displace U.S. professionals by granting
work permits to an unlimited number of foreign white-collar workers.
Obama’s claim of unlimited outsourcing power creates multiple headaches for
Trump’s Attorney General Jeff Sessions as he tries to shut down the 2012
‘DACA’ program which also provided work-permits to the 800,000 illegals who
were also granted “prosecutorial discretion” to stay in the United States.
The legal problem will be showcased February 20 when lawyers will ask a panel
of three D.C. judges to shutter the fast-growing “Optional Practical Training”
program which provides work permits to at least 300,000 foreign graduates of
American colleges each year — and also allows U.S. companies to pocket
their OPT employees’ Social Security and Medicaid taxes.
Administration officials must shut down the OPT rule and program because it
violates the law — 8 U.S. Code § 1324a — which bars foreigners from working in
the United States, said John Miano, the lead lawyer in the decade-old case
brought by the Immigration Reform Law Institute on behalf of white-collar
professionals.
DoJ spokesman Devin O’Malley told Breitbart News that the Justice
Department lawyers will not address Miano’s 1324a claim, but will instead
argue that Miano does not have the legal cause — or “standing” — to bring a
court, case, and will urge the appeals court to dodge the issue. He said:
We are not making an argument that the government does or does not have
authority to issue the OPT Rule, but instead [will] argue that the court of
appeals should not reach that issue, especially because the district could did
not do so.
“What they are arguing for is delay, delay, delay, to keep what is in place…
[and] if they keep things in place, they are essentially keeping the Obama
programs in place,” Miano told Breitbart News. Under Obama, officials
expanded the OPT program to raise the supply of white-collar workers sought
by U.S. companies.
The DoJ’s position contradicts’ President Trump’s Inauguration Day promise of a
“Buy America, Hire American” policy.
“What I’ve heard is that Justice Department lawyers say they can’t give up this
power,” said Miano. They are stalling in court so DHS lawyers can write new
rules which will protect the OPT program by temporarily shrinking its scale, he
added. Once the furor passes, the outsourcing program can continue
growing, he added. “They don’t want to get rid of OPT,” Miano said.
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The case is Washington Alliance of Technology v. U.S. Dep’t of Homeland
Security, No. 17-5110 in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit.
The appeals court’s decision on OPT could have a huge impact because it
goes to the heart of the claim by Obama that he had the legal authority to
provide work permits to the 800,000 ‘DACA’ illegal immigrants who he also
exempted from enforcement laws. In a separate case, the Supreme Court is
expected to study the DACA claims and issue a decision in June about
whether the President has the authority to grant a quasi-amnesty to so many
illegals. Two of the lower-court judges who recently upheld the DACA program
noted that the administration had not renounced Obama’s claim that the
administration has an unlimited power to provide work permits. In the February
decision, Vidal v. Nielsen, the judge blocked the administration’s ending of the
DACA amnesty, and also said:
Additionally, recipients of deferred action may apply for authorization to work
legally in the United States, provided that they “establish[] an economic
necessity for employment.” 8 C.F.R. § 274a.12(c)(14); see also 8 U.S.C. §
1324a(h)(3) (excluding from the definition of “unauthorized aliens,” who may
not be knowingly employed in the United States, aliens “authorized to be . . .
employed . . . by the Attorney General”).
“The courts nailed them,” said Miano.
Miano’s focus, however, is the OPT program which allows companies to hire
foreign graduates instead of American graduates.
If the judges agree with Miano, they will end the OPT program and will help
deliver well-paying jobs to the 800,000 young Americans who graduate each
year with skilled degrees in business, health, design, architecture, science,
computers and engineering — and often, with large debts.
But the three judges could instead side with their high-status peers who run
American colleges and universities, and who profit from selling work-permits to
their foreign customers.
That OPT decision could also push the Supreme Court to endorse the DACA
work permits, and would leave Trump — and all future presidents — with the
unlimited power to reward or punish companies by opening or closing their
access to replacement white-collar workers.
The OPT program is politically powerful because it is a bonanza for the
universities and white-collar employers in the United States.
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The program offers work permits to an unlimited number of foreign workers,
allowing them to work for up to three years after their graduation in the United
States in a very wide variety of jobs. That program allows U.S. universities to
effectively sell work-permits to foreign customers and it encourages more
college departments to get their program included in the OPT program.
Companies also profit because the foreign OPT workers are often willing to
accept lower wages in the hope of getting U.S. residency — so forcing down
wages paid to Americans. Also, companies do not need to pay Social Security
and Medicare taxes when they hire foreign OPT graduates instead of
American graduates. That 15 percent tax break is worth several billion dollars
every few years to company shareholders.
The OPT program is huge — and growing rapidly. In June 2017, the Department
of Homeland Security provided participation data to Breitbart News.”

“If the 2014 to 2016 trend continued through 2017, the OPT program would
have outsourced more than 400,000 white-collar jobs in 2017.
American white-collar journalists have almost entirely missed the economic
threat caused by the rapid outsourcing allowed by the OPT program. Instead,
journalists have been nudged to focus their emotion and attention on the
roughly 700,000 blue-collar ‘dreamer’ illegal immigrants who are seeking jobs
sought by blue-collar Americans.
The OPT outsourcing program grew rapidly during Obama’s tenure partly
because his deputies extended the OPT work permits up to three years, amid
lobbying pressure by U.S. technology companies. The companies view the OPT
program as a way to hire cheap, high-IQ foreigners in place of Americans, and
as an entry ramp for foreign students into the H-1B and EAD outsourcing
programs.
The OPT program operates alongside the H-1B, L-1, TN and J-1 programs, which
together keep an estimated population of more than 1 million foreign whitecollar guest-workers working for low wages in American jobs. The similar
“Employment Authorization Document” rules allow another 2 million workers —
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including many graduates — to take jobs in the United States before they get
green cards.
DHS officials also cited the 1324a claim in a 2017 decision and their plans for
2018 rule-making: “Section 274A(h)(3)(B) of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1324a(h)(3)(B),
recognizes the Secretary’s discretionary authority to extend employment
authorization.”
These various outsourcing programs are hidden by complexity and media
passivity. For example, many media outlets report that the H-1B program brings
in only 85,000 people a year, even though the program keeps a population of
at least 450,000 white-collar workers in the United States.
In general, companies want to maximize the supply of foreign graduates
because the extra supply reduces the wages paid to their white-collar
workforce. For example, many companies are now backing a proposed law
by GOP Sen. Orrin Hatch that would allow U.S. companies to hire an unlimited
supply of foreign graduates in place of American graduates and their collegetrained children. The white-collar outsourcing has been very successful, and
white-collar wages have remained flat for many years while profits and stock
values have zoomed upwards.”

“Foreign students openly say they pay tuition to American universities because
they also get OPT work permits. “The primary reason I chose the U.S. was
exactly that it offers better opportunities than other countries, whose
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immigration policies may be stricter,” Maggie Tang, a 2015 graduate of Rice,
told the university newspaper. “I knew I had a chance to stay here and work,
to earn back some of that tuition and gain experience,” she said. Tang’s
LinkedIn account says she now holds a job at Google.
While she was paying tuition at Rice, Tang and other Chinese students lobbied
the U.S. government to preserve the OPT and similar visa programs, including
the better-known H-1B program, according to the university newspaper. “In
response to a proposed rule regarding the post-graduation employment
program for international students, the Rice Chinese Students and Scholars
Association started an online campaign encouraging students to participate in
public comment submission to protect their career prospects in the United
States.”
The newspaper for California’s Pomona College reported in November 2017:
Economics major Jody Baik PO ’19 said [Obama’s 2016 OPT extension] was
good news for her, especially as a junior international student starting to think
about life after college.
“Employers might be more willing to hire international students majoring in
economics because they do not have to worry about sponsorship for three
years of OPT instead of one,” Baik said. “Moreover, once I get a job offer, I
know now that it’ll be less difficult for me to stay in the U.S. for two more years.”
A small industry of job-brokers has emerged to steer OPT recipients into a
variety of jobs throughout the United States.
The legal problem for the universities and high-tech companies is the complete
lack of any law creating the program or negating the law against the
employment of foreigners, said Miano. But the problems for Americans
graduates is that judges have refused to decide their claim, and have instead
dodged the decision for ten years, Miano added.
The law is fairly simple. It says:
(1) In general It is unlawful for a person or other entity —
(A) to hire, or to recruit or refer for a fee, for employment in the United States
an alien knowing the alien is an unauthorized alien (as defined in subsection
(h)(3)) with respect to such employment …
But sharp-eyed lawyers noted a “miscellaneous provision” tucked into the end
of the law, which says:
(3) Definition of unauthorized alien
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As used in this section, the term “unauthorized alien” means, with respect to
the employment of an alien at a particular time, that the alien is not at that
time either (A) an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence, or (B)
authorized to be so employed by this chapter or by the Attorney General.
Obama’s lawyers — and now Trump’s lawyers too — argue that definition
allows the Attorney General to provide work permits to an unlimited number of
foreigners.
That argument is baseless because it swallows the stated purpose of the entire
law, said Miano. The “miscellaneous exemption” was included to recognize
that the AG has the limited authority to grant some work permits for limited
programs described in the law, he said.
The OPT program was created by Microsoft lobbyists in cooperation with
President George W. Bush’s homeland defense secretary, Michael Chertoff,
according to a legal history of the program prepared by Miano. He wrote:
In 2007, Microsoft concocted a scheme to use OPT as a means to circumvent
the H-1B [work visa] quotas. Microsoft’s plan was to extend the duration of OPT
from a year to 29-months, so that the duration would be sufficient to serve as a
guest worker program, rather than just an internship-type program. Microsoft
proposed this scheme to the Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff at
a dinner party at the home of the owner of the Washington Nationals baseball
team. (See pp. 229-230 in my book Sold Out, co-authored with Michelle
Malkin.) From there, DHS worked in absolute secrecy with industry lobbyists to
craft regulations implementing Microsoft’s plan.
In a classic example of Washington cronyism, the first notice that DHS was even
considering such regulations came when they were promulgated as a fait
accompli, without notice and comment, on April 8, 2008 (73 Fed. Reg. 18,944).
The OPT lawsuit has dragged on for ten years as government lawyers and
judges duck and dodge the plain language of the 1324a law, said Miano.
Now, even after the 2016 election, he said, agency lawyers “are trying to do a
little song and dance … They are not going to say they don’t have that
[outsourcing] power.”
THE CON JOB IS OVER. THE SUCKERS GOT SUCKED AND CONTINUE SUCKING.
“Trump voters allowed themselves to believe they had a successful billionaire
who knew the art of the deal when he only knew the art of the con. They
bought his seductive campaign narrative, that the system was rigged and
corrupt and only he could fix it. After winning by warning voters they were
being suckered, he’s made them all suckers.” - Maureen Dowd May 26, 2018
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